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Office  
of the State 
Archaeologist
The Year in Review
OSA mission statement, academic activities, staff 
achievements, annual work plan accomplishments, and plans 
and prospects for FY 2018.
By the Numbers
An overview of FY 2017 through numbers and charts.
Student Success
Eleven undergraduate and seven graduate students were 
involved in various OSA archaeological and related research 
and repository activities over the course of the fiscal year. 
Research
The OSA conducts a wide range of research activities to 
discover the archaeological and architectural history of Iowa 
and surrounding midcontinent over the last 13,000 years. 
Bioarchaeology
In FY 2017 the OSA Bioarchaeology Program’s efforts have 
focused on fulfilling its responsibilities towards the Native 
American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act as well as 
engaging in public education and outreach events.
Strategic Initiatives
The OSA provides resources and opportunities that 
encourage the understanding, appreciation, and stewardship 
of Iowa’s archaeological past.
Fiscal Year 2017  
Annual Report
The Year in 
Review
OSA Mission
The position of State Archaeologist was established in 1959. 
Read the entire mission statement. 
Read more about: 
Advisory Committee  
Indian Advisory Council
Academic Activities
OSA staff instructed five UI classes during FY 2017 
including CRM Archaeology and Human Osteology. In 
addition, OSA staff presented guest lectures to 117 
students from UI, Grinnell College, ISU, and Kirkwood.
Office and Staff Achievements
Hosting of the 60th Annual Midwest Archaeological 
Conference and the James Deetz Book and SAA Presidential 
awards were among OSA achievements.
FY 2017 Annual Work Plan 
Accomplishments
In FY 2017 the OSA continued energetically pursuing 
research, education and outreach, and service 
activities throughout Iowa, the surrounding region, and 
internationally. 
FY 2018 Plans and Prospects
For FY 2018 the OSA has established 26 specific objectives.
Nuts and Bolts for FY 2017
Organization chart; financial details; strategic plan 2016–
2021; and listings of OSA’s public presentations, papers 
presented at professional meetings, publications, service, 
and technical reports.
John F. Doershuk, State Archaeologist and Director of the  
University of Iowa Office of the State Archaeologist Return to Table of Contents
Date of 
Presentation Presenter Association Title
In 
Attendance
12/9/2016 Michelle Wienhold and Adam Skibbe
UI Hydroscience and 
Engineering and Department 
of Geographical and 
Sustainability Sciences
LiDAR Applications to Cultural Resource 
Preservation 26
2/3/2017 Cindy Strong Cornell College
Can X-ray fluorescence spectrometry 
provide insight into the origins of Mill Creek 
pottery?
32
2/17/2017 John Whittaker Grinnell College Atlatls in Ancient Peru: Warfare, Burial, and Status 32
2/24/2017 Bill Green Logan Museum of Anthropology, Beloit College
A Havana-Hopewell Village and Mound 
Center at Gast Farm, Southeast Iowa 52
3/10/2017 Mark Anderson UI
Procuring Proboscidean Parts from Pond 
Deposits: Perched above the Pool of Lake 
Red Rock
40
3/24/2017 Jim Enloe UI Woodpecker Cave: Past, Present and Future 33
Brown Bags
Brown Bag at the OSA is a regular series through which OSA staff and guests 
share their research over the lunch hour. Topics include individuals’ areas 
of interest, work in the field, and recent developments in archaeology and 
architectural history throughout Iowa and the Midwest. Presentations are free 
and open to the public and are held in OSA’s main laboratory. Attendees are 
encouraged to engage in discussion and exchange following the presentation. 
Academic Activities
Lara Noldner  
Bioarchaeology Director 
Instructor
Human Osteology
Students are provided with a broad understanding 
of the human skeletal system.   
[Fall 2016, 15 students]
First-Year Seminar: A Tour of Biological 
Anthropology
Students explore the diverse field of biological 
anthropology and learn about many of the ways 
that knowledge of human biology can inform us 
about how people have evolved, migrated, and 
adapted to the many regions of the world we now 
inhabit. [Fall 2016, 18 students]
John F. Doershuk  
State Archaeologist 
Instructor
CRM Archaeology
This course immersed students in the practical 
application of cultural resource management 
archaeology laws, regulations, and practice. 
[Spring 2017, 7 students]
Field Archaeology
The 2017 Iowa Lakeside Laboratory 
archaeological field school continued on-
going research efforts in the Iowa Great Lakes 
region including excavations at a Woodland-era 
site (13DK143) within Mini-Wakan State Park 
immediately  adjacent to the north edge of Spirit 
Lake.  [Summer 2017, 9 students]
Chérie Haury-Artz 
Strategic Initiatives 
Instructor 
Exploring Iowa Archaeology
Lifetime learning! Chérie Haury-Artz partnered 
with the University of Iowa Alumni Association 
to offer a class on Iowa archaeology through 
their Senior College program. Through lecture, 
discussion, and hands-on examination of artifacts 
in four two-hour-long classes, the entire 13,000 
year archaeological record of Iowa was examined. 
[Spring 2017, 75 students]
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Click to enlarge and 
view list of Brown 
Bag presentations
Office and Staff Achievements
OSA hosts the 60th Annual Midwest 
Archaeological Conference
OSA served as host for the 60th annual meeting 
of the Midwest Archaeological Conference Inc., a 
professional and non-professional membership of 
those interested in the archaeology 
of the midwestern United States and 
neighboring areas. The meeting was 
organized by State Archaeologist 
John Doershuk with assistance 
from co-organizer Angela Collins. 
Approximately 300 people attended 
the meeting in October in Iowa City, 
which featured a reception marking 
the 50-year anniversary of National 
Historic Preservation Act as well as 
40 years of the passage of the laws 
protecting ancient human remains in 
Iowa. 
Society for American Archaeology 
Presidential Award
State Archaeologist John Doershuk served on 
the Society for American Archaeology Task 
Force on Valuing Archaeological Resources. The 
goal of the task force was to define parameters 
for site evaluation decisions in landscape-
scale development plans. Their insights and 
recommendations were published in a May 2016 
report in Advances in Archaeological Practice 
and led to a Presidential Award at the April 2016 
annual meeting in Vancouver, Canada.
Society for Historical Archaeology 
James Deetz Book Award
Robin M. Lillie and Jennifer E. Mack, both 
bioarchaeologists in the Bioarchaeology Program, 
were selected for the 2017 Deetz Award by the 
Society for Historical Archaeology for 
their co-authored book entitled Dubuque’s 
Forgotten Cemetery: Excavating a 
Nineteenth-Century Burial Ground in a 
Twenty-First-Century City (UI Press, 2015). 
Lillie and Mack received their awards at the 
SHA annual meeting in Fort Worth, Texas.
The Deetz Award is named for James Deetz 
(1930–2000), whose books are classics 
for professional archaeologists as well as 
for non-specialists. Deetz’s accessible and 
entertaining style of writing gave his books 
influence beyond the discipline because they are 
read by a broad audience of non-specialists. The 
Deetz Award is intended to recognize books and 
monographs that are similarly well written and 
accessible to all potential readers. 
Click here to purchase the book.
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FY 2017 Annual Work Plan Accomplishments
5. Complete publication and distribution 
(electronic and limited print) of OSA Report 25 on 
the Wall Ridge Site (13ML176) and OSA Report 23 
on the Palace Site (13PK966). In Progress
6. Teach the fall 2016 Osteology course on behalf 
of the UI Department of Anthropology. Successful
7. Develop the OSA 2016–2021 Strategic Plan 
in coordination with UI Strategic Plan updates. 
Successful
8. Continue to extend the impact of the OSA’s 
various social media efforts, such as Facebook, 
Twitter, Tumbler, and Instagram, to further increase 
the number of followers and timely dissemination of 
information on Iowa archaeology topics. Successful
9. Continue to conduct high quality 
archaeological, architectural history, and 
osteological research for regional, national, and 
international grant and contract-funded sponsors as 
staff expertise and opportunity permits. Successful
10. Complete lab, reporting, and public 
dissemination activities for materials stemming 
from the Danish Brotherhood Hall Site (13ST323) 
archaeological excavations. Successful
11. Participate in the development of the UI 
Geospatial Consortium and assist with hosting a 
delegation from India visiting spring 2017 to learn 
more about collaborative research opportunities 
with UI faculty, staff, and students. In Progress
12. Collaborate with the UI Pentacrest Museums 
and other campus partners in developing the 
calendar year 2017 edition of the UI “Dare to 
Discover” Mobile Museum including a major exhibit 
on the Oneota archaeological culture of Iowa. 
Successful
13. Continue to provide high quality statewide 
osteological services to the State Medical 
Examiner’s Office and law enforcement personnel as 
needed. Successful
14. Complete field and initiate lab, reporting, 
and public dissemination activities for materials 
stemming from the Dixon Oneota Site Iowa 
Department of Transportation-funded Highway 
31 erosion protection archaeological excavations. 
Successful
15. Complete OSA Report 26 and associated 
educational products funded through the 
SAFETEA-LU (Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient 
Transportation Equity Act) Transportation 
Enhancement Grant Program award Bringing the 
Glenwood Culture to Iowans: Research, Publication, 
and Engagement on Archaeological Sites Excavated 
by the Iowa Department of Transportation. In 
Progress
16. Complete the funded Statewide 
Transportation Alternatives Program project: 
Documenting Iowa’s Pre-Settlement Roads and 
Trails and extend planning for a web-based 
Ancient Trails of Iowa heritage tourism project 
that combines the best of Iowa statewide tourism 
linked to historical architecture, landscapes, and 
archaeological sites. In Progress
17. Submit for publication at least 10 articles, 
reports, and book chapters, including to peer-
reviewed journals, and continue contributions to 
newsletters, online websites, and wikis to improve 
the dissemination of information about the 
significance and value of Iowa’s past. Successful
18. Teach a summer 2017 course, Field 
Archaeology through the Iowa Lakeside Laboratory 
Regents Resource Center. Successful
19. Complete the transition of the I-Sites Portal 
from the Iowa Department of Transportation to 
UI and develop additional layers and full mobile 
capacity for in-field use. Successful
20. Initiate strategic initiatives to develop OSA’s 
fund-raising capacity in support of education and 
research activities statewide. Successful
In FY 2017 the OSA continued to energetically 
pursue research, education and outreach, and 
service activities throughout Iowa, the surrounding 
region, and internationally. In the process, the OSA 
continued engaging with a wide variety of publics 
in and outside of Iowa. The OSA established 20 
specific objectives for FY 2017 which reflect goals 
identified in OSA’s Strategic Plan: 2010–2016. 
These objectives were designed to focus OSA 
staff energy toward contributing to UI’s efforts 
to be a leading public research university while 
cost-efficiently maximizing the development, 
dissemination, and preservation of knowledge of 
Iowa’s human past. The specific objectives were:
1. Teach a fall 2016 First-year Seminar section on 
Biological Anthropology which engages participating 
incoming students at UI in current research at 
the OSA and the Department of Anthropology. 
Successful
2. Develop OSA’s capacity to conduct drone-based 
research including drone and associated camera 
and remote sensing equipment purchase, licensing, 
and software use. Successful
3. Arrange for Iowa Center for Research by 
Undergraduates academic year funding packages to 
support two students working on research projects 
at OSA utilizing materials from 1) Iowa Lakeside 
Laboratory investigations at 13DK96 and 2) the 
mammoth remains recovered via a UI Internal 
Funding Initiative major project grant from the 
eroding shoreline of Lake Red Rock, Marion County, 
Iowa. Successful
4. Utilize OSA resources to offer undergraduate 
and graduate students research and employment 
opportunities including as volunteers, work-study 
students, research assistants, and interns, and 
mentor graduate students in Anthropology—
especially those working on a Master’s degree 
specialization in Cultural Resource Management 
archaeology or Midwest/Plains research topics. 
Successful
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FY 2018 Plans and Prospects
8. Submit an NEH proposal for an Implementation 
Grant to create a 3D digital library of the human 
skeletal remains in the UI Stanford Collection. 
9. Continue to extend the impact of the OSA’s 
various social media efforts, such as Facebook, 
Twitter, Tumbler, and Instagram, to further increase 
the number of followers and timely dissemination of 
information on Iowa archaeology topics.
10. Continue to conduct high-quality 
archaeological, architectural history, and 
osteological research for regional, national, and 
international grant-funded sponsors. 
11. Complete lab, reporting, and public outreach 
for the Dixon Oneota site Iowa DOT project.
12. Collaborate with the UI Pentacrest Museums 
and other campus partners in developing the 2018 
edition of the UI “Dare to Discover” Mobile Museum.
13. Continue to provide high-quality statewide 
osteological services to the State Medical 
Examiner’s Office and law enforcement personnel 
as needed and continue to work with Iowa citizens, 
state agencies, tribal partners, and county level 
historic preservation commissions to document 
historic cemeteries and ancient burial sites on both 
private and state-owned lands.
14. Complete reporting and educational outreach 
for the DOT-funded project Bringing the Glenwood 
Culture to Iowans: Research, Publication, and 
Engagement on Archaeological Sites Excavated by 
the Iowa Department of Transportation.
15. Complete the Statewide Transportation 
Alternatives Program project: Documenting Iowa’s 
Pre-Settlement Roads and Trails.
16. Submit for publication at least 10 articles, 
reports, and book chapters, including to peer-
reviewed journals, and continue contributions to 
newsletters, online websites, and wikis to improve 
the dissemination of information about the 
significance and value of Iowa’s past.
17. Teach Introduction to Archaeology, for Cornell 
College in Spring 2018 and Field Archaeology, 
in Summer 2018 through the Iowa Lakeside 
Laboratory Regents Resource Center.
18. Complete development of mobile device 
versions of I-SitesPro for in-field use and add 
Notable Locations, Historic Indian Locations 
Database, Projectile Point Types, and LANDMASS.
19. Initiate strategic initiatives to increase OSA’s 
fundraising capacity in support of education and 
research activities statewide.
20. Attend the 2018 Society for American 
Archaeology (SAA) international conference 
(Washington, D.C.) and participate in several 
symposia and other sessions.
21. Transfer 250 cubic feet of Army Corps of 
Engineers archaeological collections and associated 
materials to the Illinois State Museum as part of the 
Corps’ curation facility consolidation program.
22. Secure the final signatures needed from 
our 25 tribal partners to renew the Iowa NAGPRA 
Agreement, which will allow us to continue to rebury 
human skeletal remains for which tribal cultural 
affiliation cannot be determined.
23. Attend the Project Archaeology Leadership 
Retreat in Bozeman, Montana and contribute 
to planning the 2018 National Archaeological 
Education Conference and visioning for national 
implementation of Project Archaeology and Institute 
for Heritage Education goals.
24. Work with the Ho-Chunk Nation and present 
at the 2017 Wisconsin Tribal Transportation 
Conference on drone aerial reconnaissance 
applications in historic preservation.
25. Reorganize OSA space at 700 CLSB to create 
efficiency and additional curation space. 
26. Continue analysis and reporting of data 
collected on the Lake Red Rock mammoth to fully 
ascertain whether human-proboscidean interaction 
took place and prepare a publication and grant 
application for addition investigation, if warranted, 
on the findings.
In FY 2018 the OSA will continue to energetically 
pursue research, education and outreach, and 
service activities on campus and throughout 
Iowa, the surrounding region, and internationally. 
In the process, the OSA will continue engaging 
with a wide variety of students and public in and 
outside of Iowa. The OSA has established 26 
specific objectives for FY 2018 which reflect goals 
identified in OSA’s Strategic Plan: 2016–2021 (see 
Appendix A). These objectives are designed to 
focus OSA staff energy toward contributing to UI’s 
efforts to be a leading public research university 
while cost-efficiently maximizing the development, 
dissemination, and preservation of knowledge of 
Iowa’s human past. The specific objectives are:
1. Continue providing research support for 
major economic infrastructure projects such as 
highways, communication towers, utility corridors, 
and recreation areas through the OSA’s research 
division. 
2. Further assist farms, small business, and non-
profits to quickly meet their local, state, and federal 
regulatory obligations at affordable costs. 
3. Teach during fall 2017 a first-year seminar 
section, “Biological Anthropology” which engages 
incoming UI students in current OSA research.
4. Continue development of OSA’s capacity to 
conduct drone-based research utilizing high-
resolution and thermal images. 
5. Utilize OSA resources to offer undergraduate 
and graduate students research and employment 
opportunities including as volunteers, work-study 
students, research assistants, and interns, and 
mentor graduate students in Anthropology—
especially those working on a Master’s degree 
specialization in Cultural Resource Management 
archaeology or Midwest/Plains research topics.
6. Complete publication and distribution of OSA 
Report 25 on the Wall Ridge Site (13ML176).
7. Teach during fall 2017 the online course 
“Archaeology of the American Midcontinent” on 
behalf of the UI Department of Anthropology.
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Vision
The Office of the State Archaeologist aspires to be a na-
tionally recognized archaeological research center empha-
sizing interdisciplinary excellence.
Core Values
In addition to supporting the “University of Iowa Strate-
gic Plan for 2016-2021,” OSA is guided by the Society for 
American Archaeology’s Principles of Archeological Eth-
ics. These principles are embodied in nine commitments: 
stewardship, accountability, commercialization, public ed-
ucation and outreach, intellectual property, public report-
ing and publication, records and preservation, training and 
resources, and safe educational and workplace environ-
ments. As a nationally recognized research facility, OSA is 
dedicated to engaging multiple constituencies while pro-
moting a dynamic intellectual environment. We focus on 
advanced research, transformative student learning expe-
riences, and public engagement to inspire and improve the 
quality of life for all Iowans through education and sup-
port of sustainable infrastructure development. We actively 
contribute to the University’s mission and goals which rec-
ognize intellectual and cultural vitality is the foundation of 
a healthy research organization.
Mission
Develop, disseminate, and preserve knowledge of Iowa’s 
human past through archaeological research, scientific 
discovery, public stewardship, service, and education.
GOAL 1: 
Conduct high-impact research throughout Iowa and the 
surrounding region.
• Engage in Iowa-focused archaeological, architectural 
history, and bioarchaeological research that contrib-
utes to understanding Iowa’s past and present.
 » Focus research effort on topics reflecting core 
staff strengths.
 » Investigate and invest in emerging research areas 
to which staff may successfully contribute. 
 » Broaden the range of contract and grant-support-
ed research opportunities. 
 » Display OSA’s excellence through peer-reviewed 
publications, large research projects, national and 
regional conference participation, and exceptional 
customer service.
 » Continue OSA’s national leadership role in the re-
spectful treatment of ancient human remains.
• Recruit and retain staff who possess the knowledge, 
skills, abilities, and diversity to enhance OSA’s re-
search activities while maintaining a high quality work-
place environment.
 » Further develop a “people first” focus to increase 
staff awareness they are valued. 
 » Improve project management and business prac-
tices to maximize support for research staff to 
conduct high quality and investigations.
 » Develop additional means to recognize and credit 
staff for their achievements. 
 » Maintain and enhance gender and ethnic diversity 
staffing opportunities.
 » Provide an environment where innovation, flex-
ibility, and collaboration are encouraged and 
rewarded.
• Contribute to a campus culture in which UI facul-
ty, staff, and students can expand their research 
productivity.
 » Creatively explore collaborative research partner-
ships with campus faculty and staff partners that 
complement and extend OSA’s areas of strength.   
 » Develop opportunities for meaningful student par-
ticipation in OSA research. 
 » Direct resources to existing and emerging pro-
grams based on their centrality to UI’s mission and 
potential for sustained funding and excellence.
 » Encourage new and highlight existing research 
that illustrates the diverse peoples in Iowa’s ar-
chaeological record.
Funding Received for Sponsored Research 
and Services, Fiscal Year 2017
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SPONSOR PROJECT COUNTY AWARD
Alliant Energy archaeological assessment for electrical project at Marble Beach Dickinson $250
Beloit College mapping and geophysical assessment of the Gast Farm Site Louisa $3,500
Cedar Valley Habitat for Humanity archaeological survey of an urban development project Linn $905
Cerro Gordo County Conservation Board historic architectural survey of a trail project Cerro Gordo $1,214
Christy Rickers National Register of Historic Places form supplemental for Fort Madison site (13LE10) Lee $5,000
City of Fort Dodge archaeological data recovery plan for the Fort Dodge Clay Works site, 13WB629 Webster $2,069
archaeological survey of site 13WB631 in Fort dodge Webster $3,793
City of Iowa City archaeological survey of a park project Johnson $1,195
Colby Marchant archaeological survey of a barn project Humboldt $1,289
D & L Excavating archaeological assessment of Rand Park permeable paver project Lee $7,036
Daniel Van Gilst archaeological survey of barn project Jasper $1,473
Des Moines Habitat for Humanity archaeological survey of city lot in Des Moines Polk $1,222
DGR Engineeering archaeological survey of rural water system project O'Brien $3,076
EarthView Environmental historic architectural reconnaissance survey of wind farm project Mahaska $7,961
historic architectural reconnaissance survey of a wind farm project Greene $12,883
Emmet County archaeological survey of a project Emmet $3,238
English Creek Farms archaeological survey of an agricultural project Marion $1,588
Gary Wolfe archaeological survey of a cottage improvement project Des Moines $1,542
GSS historic architectural assessment of Ziegler Memorial church for Muscatine cell tower project Muscatine $500
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Story cell tower project Story $1,110
archaeological survey of cell tower projects Multi-County $1,432
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Monona cell tower project Monona $1,502
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Nevada cell tower project Story $1,583
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Spencer cell tower project Clay $1,681
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Brighton cell tower project Washington $1,686
historic architectural survey of the Iowa State Fairgrounds Polk $1,776
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Fremont cell tower project Fremont $1,814
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Terril cell tower project Dickinson $1,820
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Jones County Fairgrounds cell tower project Jones $1,895
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Newton cell tower project Jasper $1,970
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Peterson cell tower project Clay $2,434
historic architectural evaluation of a project at the Iowa State Fairfrounds Polk $2,717
viewshed analysis of Newton cell tower project Jasper $3,000
HBK Engineering archaeological survey of a road project in Iowa City Johnson $1,961
Howell Investment archaeological survey of a care center project Linn $2,943
IGS Group archaeological assessment of project previously surveyed Wright $250
archaeological survey of a project Wright $3,856
archaeological survey of another project Wright $7,914
Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land Stewardship archaeological survey for a wetland project Carroll $1,418
archaeological survey of wetland reclamation project Guthrie $1,503
Iowa Department of Natural Resources archaeological assessment of a project Butler $150
archaeological assessment of a project Webster $150
archaeological assessment of a campground project Dickinson $250
archaeological assessment of a shooting range project Linn $250
archaeological assessment of a project Pottawattamie $250
Office of the State Archaeologist Budgets, 
Fiscal Years 1987–2017
Fiscal 
Year
University of 
Iowa GEF1 
Support2
Research 
Incentive 
Funds3
Gifts, Fees, and 
Return on  
Endowments4,5
Grants  
and Contracts Total
% Non-GEF 
Support
Facilities and 
Administration 
Returns
1987 $166,378 — $343,814 $510,192 67.4 —
1988 $180,450 — — $381,611 $562,061 67.9 —
1989 $218,321 — — $746,440 $964,761 77.4 —
1990 $250,721 — — $758,115 $1,012,228 75.2 —
1991 $241,892 — $3,392 $1,032,124 $1,294,682 81.3 —
1992 $231,763 — $20,666 $1,355,345 $1,591,936 85.4 —
1993 $248,162 — $4,828 $1,503,660 $1,755,747 85.9 —
1994 $255,391 — $3,925 $1,860,710 $2,117,096 87.9 —
1995 $273,846 — $995 $1,815,692 $2,092,980 86.9 —
1996 $302,603 — $3,442 $2,143,301 $2,455,503 87.7 $242,812 
1997 $343,630 $9,227 $9,599 $1,792,913 $2,150,644 83.6 $423,888 
1998 $423,937 $16,108 $4,874 $3,044,573 $3,490,368 87.4 $269,706 
1999 $379,304 $10,249 $5,750 $2,726,245 $3,132,349 87.6 $358,258 
2000 $388,748 $13,614 $16,551 $3,085,581 $3,502,231 88.5 $324,627 
2001 $395,735 $12,336 $14,288 $3,531,186 $3,980,826 89.7 $403,836 
2002 $408,102 $15,346 $41,569 $3,791,216 $4,265,078 90.1 $407,757 
2003 $434,657 $15,495 $50,414 $2,551,074 $3,037,292 85.2 $361,995 
2004 $465,291 $13,756 $36,066 $2,589,257 $3,126,918 84.7 $390,363 
2005 $458,501 $14,834 $58,614 $2,357,860 $2,932,505 83.9 $392,968 
2006 $492,868 $14,933 $101,310 $2,474,091 $3,031,824 83.2 $373,047 
2007 $444,831 $14,176 $51,932 $3,876,329 $4,423,189 89.5 $469,414 
2008 $543,708 $17,838 $87,853 $3,471,418 $4,246,459 86.5 $580,886 
2009 $581,252 $23,276 $213,495 $3,622,303 $4,605,904 87.4 $532,334 
2010 $560,044 $22,115 $379,073 $2,854,434 $3,634,397 84.6 $440,829 
2011 $526,065 $16,751 $197,804 $3,577,491 $4,447,546 88.2 $534,829 
2012 $545,644 $22,549 $327,239 $1,607,403 $2,501,457 78.2 $593,395 
2013 $556,823 $18,866 $325,861 $2,702,664 $3,384,040 83.5 $496,486 
2014 $549,183 $16,548 $105,687 $2,257,603 $2,929,998 81.3 $435,478 
2015 $553,675 $11,760 $106,664 $2,066,947 $2,779,426 80.1 $309,461
2016 $573,010 $13,326 $127,227 $1,912,317 $2,625,880 78.2 $350,678 
2017 $543,911 $11,760 $153,050 $2,118,410 $2,827,131 80.8 $505,295 
1General Education Fund
2Safety equipment contributions by the University of Iowa (UI) are not included for any year prior to FY 2007, nor are they available for 
these years. 
3Research Incentive funds first became available in FY 1997. 
4Amounts for gifts are not available for FY 1987 through FY 2002. Gifts include return on the UI Foundation’s endowment funds for the 
Office of the State Archaeologist.
5Amounts for fees and contributions are not available for FY 1987 through FY 1989. Totals for FY 1990 through FY 2000 and FY 2002 do 
not include I-Site Pro license and site search fees, and totals for FY 1990 through FY 1999 do not include Bioarchaeology fees.
Appendix B: Public Presentations and 
Media Events, Fiscal Year 2017
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County Location Staff Member Sponsor Date Topic/Title Audience
Dallas Urbandale Cherie Haury-Artz OVPRED September 1 Mobile Museum at Grant Ragan El mentary 348
Decatur; 
Appanoose; 
Wapello; 
Washington
Leon; 
Centerville; 
Ottumwa; 
Washington
Cherie Haury-Artz, Anais Levin OVPRED July 29-30 Mobile Museum at RAGBRAI 1583
Dickinson Milton Cherie Haury-Artz Iowa Lakeside Laboratory April 27-28 Iowa in the Time of Shakespeare 163
Dubuque Petosa Cherie Haury-Artz Dubuque County Conservation Board July 7 Archaeology in Iowa
Dubuque Cascade Cherie Haury-Artz OVPRED August 8 Mobile Museum at Cascade Public Library 106
Grundy Grundy Center Seraphina Carey OVPRED September 21 M bile Museum at Grundy Center Schools 291
Guthrie Coon Rapids Cherie Haury-Artz, Joe Artz, 
Lana Artz
Whiterock Con rvancy February 25 Artifact Road Show and Regional Summary 35
Hancock Garner Cherie Haury-Artz OVPRED July 9 Mobile Museum at Duesey Days 337
Humboldt Humboldt Cherie Haury-Artz Humboldt Middle School and Humboldt 
Mechanical Solut o s
October 6 I Know What They Ate 112
Johnson Coralville Cherie Haury-Artz OVPRED July 8 Mobile Museum at UI Children’s Hospital Bike Rodeo 87
Johnson Coralville Cherie Haury-Artz U.S. Army Corps of Engineers August 6 Traditional Toys and Games; Ancient Hunting 
Techniques
32
Johnson Coralville Cherie Haury-Artz Iowa City Community School District 
Extended Learning Program
December 7 Exploring an Archaeological Site 9
Johnson Coralville Mark Anderson Mid-Prairie Pack 234, Boy Scouts of 
America
May 20 Flintknapping Demonstration 20
J hnson Coralville Cher  Haury-Artz Johnson County Historical Society June 30 Historical Society Day Camp 9
Johnson Hills Cherie Haury-Artz Iowa River Friends June 14 A Walk Back Through Time: River Junction 20
Johnson Iowa City Mary De La Garza University of Iowa Belin-Blank Progr m Apr l 26 Secondary Student Training Program: Coding 
Archaeological Applications
9
Johnson Iowa City Cherie Haury-Artz Take a Kid Outdoors July 16 Traditional Toys and Games; Ancient Hunting 
Techniques
253
Johnson Iowa City Angela Collins Hoover Elementary School October 7 Mystery Reader for 1st Grade Class at Hoover 
Elementary "Archaeologists Dig for Clues"
22
Johnson Iowa City Cherie Haury-Artz Kirkwood Community College 
Workplace Learning Connection
November 3 Job Shadow with High School Students 2
Johnson Iowa City Cherie Haury-Artz Mark Twain Parent-Teacher 
Organization
July 6 Mark Twain Elementary STEAM Night 20
Johnson Iowa City John Doershuk University of Iowa Department of 
Anthropology
February 21 Archaeological Consultation and the Dakota Access 
Pipe Line Project
17
Johnson Iowa City Lara Noldner University of Iowa Department of 
Anthropology
February 23 NAGPRA: Application of the Process 20
Appendix C: Presentations a  Professional 
Meetings, Fiscal Year 017
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Staff Member Conference Loc tion Date Paper Title
Anderson, Mark 129th Iowa Academy of Science Annual Meeting Cedar Falls April 22, 2017 Procuring Proboscidean Parts from Pond Deposits Perched 
above the Pool of Lake Red Rock
Collins, Angela 60th Annual Midwest Archaeological Conference Iowa City October 7, 2016 Utilizing Metadata for Information Sharing
Collins, Angela 60th Annual Midwest Archaeological Conference Iowa City October 8, 2016 Don’t Uncork that Bottle! The Unanticipated Contents 
Preserved in a Nineteenth Century Proprietary Medicine 
Bottle
Coudray, Christopher 129th Iowa Academy of Science Annual Meeting Cedar Falls April 21, 2017 Iowa’s New Mammoth with Archaeological Potentials
Doershuk, John F. 82nd Annual Meeting of the Society for American 
Archaeology
Vancouver, British Columbia April 1, 2017 Do Data Stop at the 49th Parallel? The State of 
Archaeological Databases, Digital Methodologies, 
Heritage Management, and Research Collaboration 
through Canada and the United States 
Doershuk, John F., Lara Noldner, 
and Elizabeth Reetz
60th Annual Midwest Archaeological Conference Iowa City October 7, 2016 50/40: Celebrating the National Historic Preservation Act 
and Laws Protecting Iowa's Ancient Human Remains
Doershuk, John F., Mark Anderson, 
Joe Artz, Art Bettis, and Holmes 
Semken
82nd Annual Meeting of the Society for American 
Archaeology
Vancouver, British Columbia April 1, 2017 Exploring Potential Ancient Human-Proboscidea 
Int raction at Lake Red Rock, Marion County, Iowa
Haury-Artz, Cherie 2nd National Archaeology Education Conference Williamsburg, Virginia October 11, 2016 O e Minute of Madness: Iowa Project Archaeology
H dd n, John G. and Dan G. Horgen 82nd Annual Meeting of the Society for American 
Archaeology, Vancouver, B.C.
Vancouver, British Columbia March 30, 2017 The Strange and Terrible Tale of the Davenport Iowa 
Danish Hall Site: A Lesson in Urban Archaeology from 
the Farm State
Hoofnagle, Madeleine 129th Iowa Academy of Science Annual Meeting Cedar Falls April 21, 2017 Wrestling with Ceramic Typologies: A Case for Holistic 
Analysis
Noldner, Lara, Suzanne Wanatee 
Buffalo, Johnathan Buffalo
82nd Annual Meeting of the Society for American 
Archaeology, V ncouver, B.C.
Vancouver, British Columbia April 1, 2017 A Life's Story from a Single Tooth?: A Discussion of the 
Valu  of Des ructive Analyses
Reetz, Elizabeth 82nd Annual Meeting of the Society for American 
Archaeology, Vancouver, B.C.
Vancouver, British Columbia March 30, 2017 Assessment in Archaeology Education: Project 
Archaeology Research
Reetz, Elizabeth 82nd Annual Meeting of the Society for American 
Archaeology, Vancouver, B.C.
Vancouver, British Columbia March 31, 2017 Herita e Matter : Archaeology and Community 
Engagement Through Political Advocacy
Reetz, Elizabeth 82nd Annual Meeting of the Society for American 
Archaeology, Vancouver, B.C.
Vancouver, British Columbia April 1, 2017 “So do you like, wear a hat like Indy?” “Cool, I love 
dinosaurs!” “My grandpa has this really awesome pot in 
the attic.” “Can you shut down the pipeline?” - Effective 
Communication about Archaeology in Three Minutes or 
Less.
Reetz, Elizabeth 60th Annual Midwest A chaeological Conference Iowa City Octob r 7, 2016 Effectively Communicating Archaeology to the Public in 
Three Minutes or Less
Reetz, Elizabeth 60th Annual Midwest Archaeological Conference Iowa City October 7, 2016 Issues and Opportunities in Midwest CRM
Reetz, Elizabeth 60th Annual Midwest Archaeological Conference Iowa City October 7, 2016
Creating Collaborative Learning Opportunities 
for Indigenous Youth with Archaeology-Based 
Environmental Education
Reetz, Elizabeth 2nd National Archaeology Education Conference Williamsburg, Virginia October 13, 2016 Place-based Education: Connecting Classrooms and Communities
Reetz, Elizabeth (with Jeanne Moe, 
Courtney Agenten, and Bekah 
Schields)
2nd National Archaeology Education Conference Williamsburg, Virginia October 11 & 13, 2016 Education 101 for Archaeologists
Appendix D: Publications,  
Fiscal Year 2017
Page D-1
Staff Member Journal or Book Article or Chapter Title Publication Date
Carlson, Richard J., and Alan J. Hawkins Journal of the Iowa Archeological Society 63:71–89 Historical and Archaeological Investigations of the Fort 
Dodge Clay Works, 18 2–1907
2016
Collins, Angela R. http://www.uiowacar.com/osaglotrails/ancient-trails-tours-home Ancient Trails Tours of Iowa (website with several pages) 2017
Doershuk, John F. Newsletter of the Iowa Archeological Society 66(2):2–3 Sioux City Folsom Summer 2016
Doe shuk, John F. Newslett  of the Iowa Archeological Society 66(2):4–5 Michael J. Perry Retires from OSA Summer 2016
Doershuk, John F. Newsletter of the Iowa Archeological Society 66(3&4):8–9 Robin M. Lillie Retires from OSA Fall/Winter 2016
Horgen, Daniel G. Newsletter of the Iowa Archeological Society 66(3&4):11 What’s the Point Fall/Winter 2016
Horgen, Daniel G. Newsletter of the Iowa Archeological Society 66(2):7 What’s the Point Summer 2016
Mack, Je nifer E. International Journal of Osteoarchaeology, Vol. 26(3):524-536 Applying Zooarchaeological Methods to Interpret 
Mortuary Behavior and Taphonomy in Commingled 
Burials: The Case Study of the Late Neolithic Site of 
Bolores, Portugal
Summer 2016
Noldner, Lara K. Readings in Southwestern Bioarchaeology, ALW Stodder (ed.) Migration and population structure in the Jemez region 2017
Noldner, Lara K. Medicine Lodge Creek: Holocene Archaeology of the Eastern Big 
H n Basin, Wyoming: Volume 2
The Shiprock Panel at Medicine Lodge Creek: Descriptions 
and Interpretati ns
2017
Reetz, Eliz beth C. (and William Quackenb sh) Advances in Archaeological Practices 4:492–502 Creating Collaborative L ar ing Opportunities 
for Indigenous Youth with Archaeology-Bas d 
Envi onmental Education
Fall 2016
Whittaker, William E. (with Joe Artz and Emilia 
Bristow) 
Proceedings of the Twenty-Y ar Retrospective of the National Center 
for P servation Technology and Training Sponsored Archeology 
Symposium. P. 24–96
Detecting Mounds Using Airborne LiDAR: Case Studies 
from Iowa and Minnesota.
2017
Whittaker, William E. Journal of the Iowa Archeological Society 63:100–101 Review of Hidden Thunder: Rock Art of the Upper Midwest 2016
Whittaker, William E. Newsletter of the Iowa Archeological Society 66(3&4)6–10 More Odd Archaeology 2016
Whittaker, William E. Annals of Iowa 76(3)307–308 Review of Kearny’s Dragoons Out West: The Birth of the U.S. Cavalry 2017
Appendix E: Appointments, Awards, and Service on 
B ards, Commissi ns, or Committees, Fiscal Year 2017
Page E-1
Staff Member
Appointment, Award, Board, 
Commission, or Committee 
Nam
Meeting Location Duration/Date Description
Anderson, Mark L. Iowa Academy of Science Board of 
Directors
varies annual manages the affairs of the Academy. It engages the services of qualified individuals to assist in 
the proper execution of Academy activities including its mission to promote science research, 
science education, the public understanding of science, and to recognize excellence in these 
endeavors. Members of the Board of irectors serve three year terms.
Anderson, Mark L. Iowa Academy of Science, 
Anthropology Section Chair
varies annu l organize annua me ting presentations and posters fo  the Anthropology Section as well as 
provide inform tion and support to the academy as requested.
Anderson, Mark L. Big Sand Mound Preserv  Board, 
Archaeology and Geology 
Representative
Muscatine biannual demonstrate the commitment to environmental educa ion, ecological restoration and has the 
potential to serve as a mod l f r othe  land stewards
Anderson, Mark L. Archa ological Institute of merica, 
I wa Society President
Iowa City nnual o g nize a nual lecture se ies, coordinate nationally sponsored guest lecture visits, coordinate 
Internatio al Archaeol gy Day ctivities, nd serve to foster and enhance the local society 
members i erests in archaeology
Collins, Ang la R. Assist nt Editor, Journal of the Iowa 
Archeol gical Society
n/a  annually assisted with layout for the V lume 63 of the Journal of the Iowa Archeological Society
Cordell, Joh  L. University of Iowa Collections 
Coalition 
various University 
of Iowa campus 
locations 
monthly supp rt UI education l, research, and service goals by encouraging and advancing the 
professional care, documentation, and study of artifacts, specimens, and documents in 
the collections located in the University community, to make the collections meaningful 
and accessible t  members of the University and gen ral public, and to encourage the 
prof ssional growth and development of the administrators, curators, and keepers of the 
collections 
Doershuk, John F. Iowa Archeological Society Board 
(ex officio member}
varies two times annually unite t ose inter sted in the archaeology of Iowa; foster cooperation among professional and 
amateur archaeologists; promote the study, investigation, and interpretation of prehistoric 
and historic remains in Iowa; provide for the dissemination of knowledge and research in 
archaeology and related disciplines; encourage the recording and preservation of sites 
and artifacts; and develop a constructive attitude toward these cultural resources through 
education and public involvement
Doershuk, John F. Adjunct Associate Professor Iowa City academic year 
2016–2017
serve as adjunct faculty for University of Iowa Department of Anthropology
Doershuk, John F. Visiting Lecturer Mt. Vernon academic year 
2016–2017
serve as lecturer for Cornell College Department of Sociology and Anthropology
Doershuk, John F. Effigy Mounds National Monument 
Review Board
varies at least twice 
annually
participate in providing oversight to multiple on-going investigations concerning cultural 
resources compliance issues
Doershuk, John F. Midcontinental Journal of 
Archaeology, Editorial Board
electronically as needed by Editor advise Editor on publication issues as needed
Doershuk, John F. Register of Professional 
Archaeologists Standards Board
electronically as needed advise Standards Board Chair on issues involving grievances stemming from Register of 
Professionals Archaeologists member violations of the “Standards of Research Performance” 
(http://rpanet.org/?page=CodesandStandards) 
Doershuk, John F. Blood Run National Historic 
Landmark State Management 
Team
Larchwood and Rock 
Rapids
as needed participate in providing oversight to the on-going master planning process for the long term 
protection of ancient human remains and other cultural resources encompassed by the 
Nation Historic Landmark
Doershuk, John F. Chair, Midwest Archaeological 
Conference, Inc. annual meeting 
planning committee
Iowa City monthly plan for all aspects of the annual meeting and served as local host for the Iowa City, October 
2016 meeting
Appendix F: OSA Reports,  
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Number Author Title
OSA Rese rch Papers
Vol. 41, No. 1 Lillie, Robin M., and Lara K. Noldner Bioarchaeology of Two Oneota Burial Sites: 13AM43A and 13AM103, Allamakee County 
Vol. 41, No. 2 Lillie, Robin M., and Lara K. Noldner Bioarchaeology of Two Mill Creek Sites from Northwest Iowa: 13PM248 and 13WD402
Vol. 41, No. 3 Mack, Jennifer E., and Lara K. Noldner Bioarchaeological Reports on Human Skeletal Remains from Iowa
Vol. 42, No. 1 Mack, Jennifer E., and Lara K. Noldner Bioarchaeological Reports on Human Skeletal Remains from Iowa and other Proveniences
OSA Technical Reports
251 Kendall, Bryan S., and William E. 
Whittaker
Letter report of February 29, 2016, to Dave Schechinger regarding Rand Park point repair project, Keokuk, Section 24, T65N-R5W, Lee County, 
Iowa
322 arlson, Richard J. Phase I Intensive Historic Architectural Survey and Evaluation of the Monticello Electric Company Dam (a.k.a. Mon-Maq Dam), Section 22, T86N-
R3W, Jones Count , Iowa
325 Hedden, John G., Daniel G. Horgen, 
Chérie E. Haury, Richard J. Carlson, 
and Leslie L. Bus
Supplemental Phase II and Phase III Archaeological Investigations of the Danish Brotherhood Hall Site, 13ST323, Scott County, Iowa
332 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Wetland Improvement and Shoreline Restoration Project, Center Lake Wildlife 
Management Area, Sections 6 and 7, T99N-R36W, Dickinson County, Iowa
333 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive rchaeological Investigation of the Proposed CREP Wetland Gre853229C Project, Section 29, T85N-R32W, Greene County, Iowa
334 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed CREP Guthrie Wetland Gut813207B Project, Section 7, T81N-R32W, Guthrie 
County, Iowa
335 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investig tion of the Proposed CREP Wetland S o822120C Project, Sec ion 20, T82N-R21W, Story County, Iowa
341 Carlson, Richard J. Intensive Level Historic Architectural Survey of the South 8th Street Neighborhood, Council Bluffs, Pottawattamie County, Iowa
344 Kendall, Bryan S. Arch eological Reconnaissance of the Proposed FEMA Stream Bank Repair Project, Coon Creek WMA, Section 2, T98N-R07W, Winneshiek County, 
Iowa
347 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 361370, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Wapello County, Local Systems
348 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 330780, Cultural Resources Evalutaion, Wapello County, Local Systems
349 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 330750, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Wapello County, Local Systems
350 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 331660. Cultural Resources Evaluation, Wapello County, Local Systems
352 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed CREP Flo961529D Wetland Project, Section 29, T96N-R15W, Floyd County, Iowa
354 Kendall, Bryan S. Letter report of July 1, 2016, to Martin Konrad regarding archaeological evaluation, Rock Creek Fish passage project, Section 17, T97N-R17W, 
Mitchell County, Iowa
355 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Keystone Wastewater Treatment Facility Upgrade Project, Section 13, T83N-
R12W, Benton County, Iowa
357 Schroeder, Maria F., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Brooklyn #15 (W16711) Tower 
Project, Section 23, T81N-R14W, Poweshiek County, Iowa
358 Kendall, Bryan S., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Clayton #26 Microwave Tower Project, 
Section 7, T93N-R04W, Clayton County, Iowa
359 Schroeder, Maria F., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Madison #61 (W16713) Tower Project, 
Section 35, T76N-R28W, Madison County, Iowa
360 Schroeder, Maria F., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Newton #69 (W16714) Tower Project, 
Section 27, T79N-R19W, Jasper County, Iowa
361 Kendall, Bryan S., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed O’Brien #71 Microwave Tower Project, 
Section 13, T97N-R41W, O’Brien County, Iowa
362 Schroeder, Maria F., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Ringgold #77 (W16716) Tower 
Project, Section 12, T68N-R30W, Ringgold County, Iowa
Funding Received from Gifts, Fees and  
Endowments, Fiscal Year 2017
Bioarchaeology $4,508
Curation Services1 $37,639
Strategic Initiatives $10,547
Research Technology $65,907
Publications $1,019
Research $23,001
Return on Endowments $10,429
Total $153,050
 1Includes return on the endowment fund 
held by The University of Iowa for the 
Office of the State Archaeologist.
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University of Iowa General Education Fund 
Support for Office of the State Archaeologist 
Operations, Fiscal Year 2017
Salaries $386,921
Fringe Benefits $140,336
General Expenses $11,138
Safety Equipment $1,022
General Expenses, Bioarchaeology $4,494
Total $543,911
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By the 
Numbers
% is how much gifts and endowments 
contributed to the OSA budget
2,118,410 US dollars OSA received in support from sponsored grants and contracts
archaeological sites have been newly 
recorded during the fiscal year
staff members and adjunct researches 
worked at OSA during FY 2017
volunteer and student hours 
contributed to OSA projects
91 collections were newly accessioned during the fiscal year
57 years the OSA has served Iowa and Midwest region as a UI research center
less 
than
10,261 people engaged through OSA and archaeology events
2,886
193
59
Return to Table of Contents
In addition to actively meeting its research 
priorities and Iowa Code statutory responsibilities, 
which include managing archaeological site 
location and related geospatial data, serving as 
the State Archaeological Repository, and providing 
protection for Iowa’s ancient human remains, 
the OSA vigorously supports the UI academic 
mission. Several OSA staff, as adjunct faculty in 
the UI Department of Anthropology, offer courses 
in anthropology and archaeology, mentor honor 
students and student interns, and serve on Ph.D. 
and M.A. degree committees. 
Two students, Chris Coudray (pictured at left 
working on cleaning and stabilizing Lake Red Rock 
mammoth skeletal elements) and Mads Hoofnagle, 
were supported by Iowa Center for Research by 
Undergraduates (ICRU) funding to work on OSA 
research. Both participated in the Iowa Academy 
of Science annual meeting and the ICRU Annual 
Spring Undergraduate Research Fair by presenting 
posters on their research and Mads’ ICRU poster 
was awarded a certificate for “outstanding.” 
Mads is now attending a graduate program in 
archaeology in Iceland.
The OSA actively supports undergraduate and 
graduate student use of its archaeological, 
osteological, and comparative collections; 
scholarly documents; electronic databases; 
scientific instrumentation; and laboratory space 
for degree-related research. These resources 
contribute in unique and high impact ways to the 
educational experience of students in diverse 
Student 
Success
UI departments including American Studies, 
Anthropology, Art & Art History, Biology, Classics, 
Dentistry, Earth and Environmental Sciences, 
Geographical and Sustainability Sciences, and 
History along with the programs of American 
Indian and Native Studies, the Informatics 
Initiative, and Museum Studies. The OSA also 
regularly hosts visits from UI classes, provides 
guest lectures in Anthropology and other 
departments, offers courses in its laboratory-
multimedia facility, employs work-study students 
majoring in a wide variety of disciplines, and 
supports career-building volunteer research 
opportunities for students.
The OSA facilities, collections, and staff provided 
classroom enrichment and workplace experience 
for students. Eleven undergraduate and seven 
graduate students from the institutions listed 
below were involved in various OSA archaeological 
and related research and repository activities over 
the course of the fiscal year. These included two 
students employed in a work-study capacity. Many 
of these students used OSA resources to complete 
degree requirements along with assisting OSA-
sponsored research as volunteers to expand their 
skills. A total of 18 students, two members of the 
public, and one visiting researcher logged 2,939 
hours at the OSA working on projects in the field 
and lab.
Participating Institutions
University of Iowa 
University of Northern Iowa 
Adams State University 
St. Cloud State University 
Cornell College 
North Carolina State University 
Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency
Return to Table of Contents
View a full list of volunteers and students
Archaeological and Architectural Investigations
The OSA conducts both contract and grant-funded research involving 
archaeological and architectural history studies statewide. 
Research
Collections
The OSA continually adds archaeological materials and related documents 
to the State Archaeological Repository and provides materials for local, 
regional, and national exhibit and research purposes.
Technology
Conducting and disseminating modern high-quality archaeological research 
requires a major investment in research technology. The OSA’s involvement 
in such technology covers the gamut of twenty-first century breakthroughs 
in archaeology.
24 Presentations at  6 Regional and International Professional Conferences
Return to Table of Contents
Archaeological and Architectural Investigations
The OSA conducts both contract and grant-funded research involving archaeological and architectural 
history studies statewide. These projects, regardless of funding source or sponsor, generate important 
new knowledge on Midwestern prehistory and history, and they form the basis for many staff publications, 
professional and public presentations, and student and faculty research projects.  
Infrastructure Surveys
The OSA assisted development of infrastructure throughout Iowa by completing 187 
investigations and evaluations during FY 2017. OSA staff surveyed proposed roads, 
highways, sewer lines, urban development areas, cell towers, dams, parks, wastewater 
plants, coal mine reclamations, and quarries.
Dixon Site Excavations
The Dixon site is a 700-year-old Onoeta village in western Iowa. Various pit features and 
structures were identified during the excavations along with a wide range of artifacts 
from copper fragments to stone pipes to evidence of a diet heavily comprised of corn. 
Analysis of the finds are ongoing. 
Danish Brotherhood Hall Site
The Danish Brotherhood Hall site in downtown Davenport contained intact pre-Civil War 
artifacts and features. The site provided important information about a mid-nineteenth 
century working class, urban residential neighborhood.
Gast Farm Site Collaboration
The OSA partnered with other agencies and universities in the Midwest to conduct 
additional analyses to extend our understanding of how the prehistoric occupants 
utilized the location.
Drone Viewshed and Photogrammetry
Geophysical Survey
Lidar Analysis
Return to Research
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Infrastructure Surveys
The OSA conducted 187 archaeological and 
architectural projects in FY 2017, significantly 
contributing to the enhancement of statewide 
economic development.
Iowa Department of Transportation 
FY 2017 marks 47 years of contracted 
services with the Iowa DOT for archaeological 
investigations and 28 years of historic 
architectural evaluations.
Corridor Survey Along Interstate 380 
Based on the historic architectural investigation, 
three properties in the wide Interstate 380 study 
corridor were evaluated as eligible for listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places: the barn on 
the John and Anna Janko Farm, and the house and 
barn on the Joseph and Anna Horak Farm. The two 
barns were evaluated as eligible to the National 
Register for their exceptional craftsmanship. The 
house is evaluated as eligible as an excellent 
example of the Foursquare house type. If any of 
these sites is affected by the proposed project, 
avoidance or mitigation is recommended. The 
archaeological survey recorded site 13LN1180, 
identified by the landowner as a possible 
1840s pioneer burial located in the front 
yard of a farmstead near Cedar Rapids. While 
the reported grave has not been verified, the 
site is recommended for avoidance by future 
construction activities
Corridor Survey Along Interstate 80  
In advance of proposed Interstate 80 
expansion, significant historic architectural and 
archaeological resources were identified in the 
City of West Branch on federal property that 
are eligible for listing in the National Register of 
Historic Places. These are the buildings of the 
Isaac Miles Farmstead, itself part of the Herbert 
Hoover National Historic Site. These buildings 
were evaluated as contributing resources in 
the National Register historic district that 
now coincides with the national historic site. 
Archaeological site 13CD139 is also a part of 
this farm complex. If one or more of the buildings 
or sites on this farmstead will be affected by the 
proposed project, cultural resource mitigation is 
recommended.
Return to Investigations
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Dixon Site Excavations 
The Dixon Site, 13WD8, is a Correctionville phase 
Oneota village located on a cultivated terrace in 
the Little Sioux River valley in northeast Woodbury 
County, Iowa. Archaeologists recognized the 
site in the early 1950s with test excavations 
conducted in 1964 and 1994. Continued 
monitoring of the site indicated that the Little 
Sioux channel was eroding the remaining site 
area between the channel and Highway 31. 
Because of this, the Iowa DOT planned a bank 
stabilization project triggering the Phase III data 
recovery excavations that took place during 
the 2016-2017 seasons. These investigations 
documented the remains of structures, numerous 
pit features, hearths, work areas, and occupation 
debris including ceramic vessels, lithic tools and 
manufacturing waste, shell, worked and unworked 
bone and antler, canine remains, a copper artifact, 
and large quantities of fire-cracked rock. Previous 
research indicated that lithic raw material came 
from southwest Iowa as well as from Kansas, 
Nebraska, and the Dakotas. Faunal analysis 
showed a dependence on bison and deer while 
archaeobotanical analysis indicates that maize 
composed a major portion of the diet. Analysis 
of the 2016-2017 excavations are only now 
underway and will provide a well-spring of new 
information on this 700-year-old village. 
Return to Investigations
Return to Research
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Danish Brotherhood Hall Site
The Danish Brotherhood Hall Site, located within 
downtown Davenport, was investigated in FY16 and 
FY 2017 by the Iowa Office of the State Archaeologist. 
The site contained an intact midden of 1830s–1860s 
artifacts and features located on a buried paleosol 
that were associated with the development of the 
City of Davenport. This midden was effectively sealed 
in the mid-nineteenth century. The remains were 
determined to be eligible for listing on the National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) under Criterion D, 
because of their potential to contain information about 
a poorly understood period of Iowa’s history and an 
under-represented part of the historic record: a mid-
nineteenth century working class, urban residential 
neighborhood. 
This midden was identified but was not properly 
inspected during the original investigations at the site 
by an out-of-state contractor. Emergency salvage 
operations were undertaken during construction 
activities by the OSA in an attempt to recover pertinent 
information concerning this early historic midden 
deposit prior to its destruction. The significance of early 
historic archaeological deposits within the state of Iowa 
has been shown to rely on a combination of site rarity 
and functional clarity. The deposits identified by these 
investigations are extremely rare, based on the limited 
urban archaeological work that has been conducted 
within the state. The assemblage from this site has 
been described as one of the best collections from a 
pre-Civil War urban domestic context within the state 
of Iowa. Ongoing analysis is continuing to assess the 
functional clarity of the materials to provide us with a 
better understanding of how early nineteenth century 
urban working class neighborhoods functioned in the 
territorial and early statehood days of Iowa.
Read a about the pet dog burial at this site
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Gast Farm Collaboration
Gast Farm is a multicomponent archaeological 
site embedded in a Mississippi River valley alluvial 
fan in southeast Iowa. Discrete Late and Middle 
Woodland residential and ritual activity areas 
have been previously identified through aerial 
photography, controlled surface collection, and 
limited excavation. The current Gast Farm Site 
Collaboration, led by archaeologist William Green 
(Director, Logan Museum of Anthropology, Beloit 
College, below), is a multifaceted effort composed 
of researchers from OSA, Beloit College, the 
National Park Service (NPS), and the University 
of Arkansas (UA), in the process of conducting 
additional analyses to extend our understanding 
of how the prehistoric occupants utilized 
the location. The team is using OSA’s drone 
photogrammetry and thermal imaging technology 
along with NPS’s geophysical and UA’s and UI’s 
geospatial digital tools as part of preparing a 
synthesized summary of the site for publication. 
for Gast Farm and the data he collected and 
processed has been very productive for definition 
of likely additional buried and preserved cultural 
features. 
Lidar Analysis
William Whittaker (OSA Director of Research) and 
Emmy Bristow (Ph.D. candidate, UI Earth and 
Environmental Science) assisted the project with 
Geographic Information System-based analyses 
which supported precise modeling of the current 
Gast Farm field surface and georeferencing of 
known cultural feature locations with orthorectified 
aerial photograph views. This modeling helps knit 
together the various types of drone, geophysical, 
and archaeological data so that scale and other 
variables can be easily manipulated as part of 
analyses of site organization.
Drone Viewshed and Photogrammetry
The OSA utilized its 3DR Solo Quadcopter 
drone, named Archie, to capture footage and 
photogrammetry of the Gast Farm site. Mary De 
La Garza (OSA Director of Research Technology) 
piloted the drone across a 500-x-400-m field 
at an 80-m altitude gathering aerial data for a 
complete view shed of the entire site (click here 
to see a video). Two cameras are used to capture 
aerial data: GoPro Hero4 Black and FLIR Duo R 
Radiometric Dual-Sensor Thermal Imager for 
drones. These cameras are able to detect minute 
differences in below ground conditions, potentially 
allowing definition of previously unrecognized 
cultural features at the site. 
Geophysical Survey
Steven DeVore of the National Park Service’s 
Midwest Archeological Center (MWAC) conducted 
the geophysical survey and subsequent analysis 
of the geophysical data. Steve found that 
electrical resistivity was the most useful method 
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Research Collections
The OSA continually adds archaeological 
materials and related documents to the State 
Archaeological Repository and provides materials 
for local, regional, and national exhibit and 
research purposes. Highlighted in FY 2017 is a 
loan for an exhibit of artifacts for the University 
of Iowa’s Voxman School of Music and a research 
collaboration with the State Hygienic Laboratory 
at the University of Iowa. 
Exhibit Loan
A new exhibit is now at the University of Iowa’s 
Voxman School of Music. The exhibit is entitled 
“Striking a Chord with the Past.” Within the 
exhibit case are numerous historic artifacts found 
at archaeological site 13JH1436. The site was 
discovered during the construction for the new 
School of Music. Fittingly, for the School of Music, 
a lyre-shaped music holder was recovered from 
the site.
Research Collaboration
An intact medicine bottle containing a brown liquid 
was discovered at an archaeological site where the 
University of Iowa’s Voxman School of Music now 
stands. Embossing on the bottle reads “Wangler 
Bros Dispensing Chemists, Waterloo, Iowa.” The 
bottle was sent to the State Hygienic Laboratory 
at the University of Iowa for analysis. The liquid 
contained phenol, also known as carbolic acid, 
which is a caustic substance used in the nineteenth 
century as a topical or aerosol antiseptic. Terry Cain, 
environmental lab supervisor at the State Hygienic 
Lab said; “To my knowledge, this sample is the 
oldest manmade product we have ever tested.”
91 collections accessioned this fiscal year
14 collections loaned this fiscal year
272,620  total document records,  
91 percent available digitally
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Research Technology 
OSA’s commitment to conducting and 
disseminating modern high-quality archaeological 
research requires a major investment in research 
technology. From maintaining complex databases, 
to deploying a suite of scientific instruments and 
equipment, to supporting an array of Internet 
and other social media, the OSA’s involvement in 
research technology covers the gamut of twenty-
first century breakthroughs in archaeology. In FY 
2017 I-SitesPro was successfully transfered to the 
UI server system and I-SitesPro GIS was rebuilt 
and improved.
Fiscal Year 2017 Numbers
193 newly recorded sites
29,114 total sites recorded in Iowa
191 data searches 
 317 registered I-Sites users
$65,907   in research technology fees
Iowa Site File
Most archaeological sites are recorded in the Iowa Site File as a result of 
cultural resource surveys conducted by professional archaeologists. Some, 
however, are reported by landowners, avocational archaeologists, and other 
non-professionals. 
Field and Laboratory Technology
Many of OSA’s research endeavors require the use of highly specialized 
scientific technology in both the field and laboratory setting.
Website and App Development
During FY 2017 the OSA created a new website featuring ancient trails in 
Iowa. The OSA also maintained web portals for Paleocultural Research Group 
of Colorado and the Iowa Blood Run Cultural Landscape Master Plan.  The 
OSA continued its management of the Plains Anthropological Conference, the 
Midwest Archaeological Conference, I-SitesPro, I-Sites Public, I-SitesGov and 
BloodRunNHL portals.  
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Iowa Site File
Most archaeological sites are recorded in the Iowa Site File 
(ISF) as a result of cultural resource surveys conducted by 
professional archaeologists. Some, however, are reported 
by landowners, avocational archaeologists, and other non-
professionals.
Each archaeological site recorded in the ISF contains 
information in a relational database and their locations are 
stored in a geographic information system database. Revenue 
generated from site searches and I-SitesPro (see below) license 
fees help to offset program costs to maintain the system.  
I-SitesPublic Access
Information from the ISF is also provided on the World Wide 
Web. The I-SitesPublic Internet map server (archaeology.uiowa.
edu/i-sites) provides users with access to maps of all 99 Iowa 
counties showing the locations of Public Land Survey System 
square-mile sections where archaeological sites have been 
recorded. 
I-SitesGov
I-SitesGov, intended for use by non-archaeologists, is a 
low-cost fee-based website with mobile applicability that 
provides quarter-section location of archaeological sites to 
aid in government, state, and local planning. To learn more 
about I-SitesGov and how to obtain a license, contact the Site 
Records Manager (319-384-0735).
I-SitesPro
This password-protected website (www.iowaisites.com) 
provides qualified professional archaeologists and their staff 
with access to more detailed data on archaeological sites and 
related information from OSA’s archives. This level of access 
includes recorded archaeological site locations and previously 
archaeologically surveyed areas.
Return to Research Technology
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Field and Laboratory Technology
Many of OSA’s research endeavors require the 
use of highly specialized scientific technology in 
both the field and lab. In addition to high-powered 
research microscopes and other equipment, the 
following devices were exploited in FY 2017 to 
assist a wide range of research activities.
Global Positioning System
The OSA uses a variety of global positioning 
system (GPS) units including the Trimble Juno SB 
with a locational accuracy of ±1.5 meters and the 
recently acquired Spectra Precision Mobile Mapper 
120 with an accuracy of ±0.5 m.  The Mobile 
Mapper 120 unit’s data can be post-processed for 
an improved ±10-20 cm accuracy. Shown above 
is a Trimble GPS unit being used to map individual 
mammoth bones during field recovery at Lake Red 
Rock.
Robotic Direct Aiming Total Station 
In 2017 the OSA obtained a Topcon DS-205AC 
direct aiming total station—a motorized total 
station with automatic aiming technology 
designed to be operated by one person with a 
rover prism. Survey accuracies are on the order of 
±2 mm. The image above depicts the robotic total 
station being used to map artifacts at the Dixon 
site.
Drone for Archaeology
Drones can map archaeological sites in stunning 
detail and can be used in situations where the site 
is difficult to access. In FY 2017, the OSA acquired 
a 3DR Solo Quadcopter for autonomous field 
survey. The drone, called Archie, captures data 
for actionable information. During the fiscal year, 
data was collected from Woodpecker Cave (image 
below), Gast Farm, and Dixon archaeological sites. 
The data from the sites are being used to create 
and view high-resolution 2D and 3D models in 
Pix4D, a cloud and desktop processing software. 
At Woodpecker Cave, the drone was able to 
capture data from a previously inaccessible angle, 
adding research value.  
3D Scanning and Printing
OSA’s NextEngine 3D Laser Scanner uses multi-
laser scanning technology to create a 3D surface 
models and reproductions. The Scan Studio HD 
Pro software produces a textured model suitable 
for 3D printing. Reproduction printing allows 
researchers access to a physical object when the 
original is too fragile or otherwise unavailable. The 
image below is a rendition of a prehistoric ground 
stone axe loaned to the OSA for analysis by Alex 
Blumberg (view 3D models). 
Return to Research Technology 
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In FY 2017 the OSA Bioarchaeology Program 
has continued efforts to fulfill our responsibilities 
towards the Native American Graves Protection 
and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA). Work under 
the NAGPRA Documentation and Consultation 
Grant (received in FY2015) is winding down. 
Nine Notices of Inventory Completion have been 
published to date in the Federal Register and 
two reburials took place in April in coordination 
with the Iowa Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska, the 
Omaha Tribe of Nebraska, and the Ponca Tribe of 
Nebraska. Consultation for repatriation of remains 
from the Chief War Eagle Monument in Sioux City 
was initiated with an on-site meeting in February. 
Compilation of a summary of unassociated 
funerary objects in the OSA’s possession is 
underway.
Through its bioarchaeology initiative, the OSA 
continues to work closely with Native American 
tribes that trace their heritage to Iowa, with 
landowners who serve as site stewards, and 
with local, state, and federal agencies to see to 
the protection of ancient burial sites and human 
remains throughout the state. In addition to 
continuing work on projects from previous fiscal 
years, in FY 2017, 64 new projects from 35 
counties were recorded and 18 field investigations 
were conducted. Field investigations involved 
documentation of 13 new burial sites. Three 
meetings were held with the OSA’s  Indian 
Advisory Council to keep members up to date 
on all human remains-related investigations and 
records. This fiscal year also included the 2017 
Tribal Summit hosted by the Iowa Department 
of Transportation (IDOT) on the Meskwaki 
Settlement in Tama, Iowa. Bioarchaeology 
program staff joined representatives of 17 Tribes 
and Nations and 12 state and federal agencies 
in this two-day event aimed at promoting 
communication about a variety of topics related to 
the consultation process and the proper treatment 
and preservation of cultural resources. 
To promote stewardship of cemeteries and known 
burial sites and to promote awareness of state 
and federal legislation protecting ancient human 
remains, the OSA’s Bioarchaeology Program 
Bioarchaeology also engaged in teaching, public education, and outreach events. Lara Noldner gave guest lectures on NAGPRA and the Iowa Laws protecting ancient 
human remains for UI Anthropology classes 
titled Politics of the Archaeological Past, CRM 
Archaeology, and Forensic Anthropology; high 
school students in Council Bluffs; and the Preserve 
Iowa Summit in Ft. Dodge. She presented a poster 
regarding an isotopic analysis case study aimed at 
advancing the discussion of the utility of minimally 
invasive analyses at the 2017 annual Society for 
American Archaeology meeting in Vancouver, 
B.C. She taught two classes for the Fall 2016 
semester: Human Osteology and a First Year 
Seminar Introduction to Biological Anthropology. 
She also participated as an invited discussant on 
a panel at the annual NAGPRA Review Committee 
Meeting in Missoula, Montanna, and contributed 
an interview for a mitigation video put together 
by the IDOT for archaeological sites avoided 
along US Highway 20. Jennifer Mack gave guest 
lectures on the Dubuque Third Street Cemetery for 
First-year Seminar students, the Cornell College 
archaeological field school, Eldridge High School 
students, the Preserve Iowa Summit in Davenport, 
Iowa, and a public audience at the Wickiup Hill 
Outdoor Learning Center. Jennifer and co-author 
Robin Lillie also received the James Deetz Book 
Award for their book titled Dubuque’s Forgotten 
Cemetery: Excavating an 19th Century Burial 
Ground in a 21st Century City.
Osteological analyses and photo documentation 
of individuals in the UI Stanford Collection is also 
underway thanks to the work of two independent 
study students (Alexis Williams and Tyrone 
Peterson), and graduate student Tara Marks. Two 
outside researchers also visited to collect data: 
Jeffrey Lynch (Forensic Anthropologist with the 
Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency) and Britta 
Weitzel (graduate student at North Carolina State 
University).
2017 Tribal Summit. 
Representatives of 17 
tribes and Nations and 12 
state and federal agencies 
joined OSA Bioarchaeology 
program staff at this two-
day event at Tama. Return to Table of Contents
Strategic 
Initiatives
The OSA provides resources and opportunities that encourage the understanding, 
appreciation, and stewardship of Iowa’s archaeological past. Events took place in 27 
Iowa counties reaching over 10,000 people.
Exploring Iowa Archaeology in the K–12 
Classroom
The OSA develops and presents a variety of activities for K–12 audiences 
that are interdisciplinary, inquiry-based, hands-on, and based on current 
classroom content and teacher needs. OSA’s success keeps it busy 
collaborating with archaeology education leaders across the nation.
Bringing Archaeology to Iowa Communities
Project AWARE and International Archaeology Day are just some of the 
events and programs that engaged thousands of Iowans this past year.
UI Mobile Museum
The OSA is part of a collaborative team with the Office of the Vice 
President for Research and Economic Development and the Pentacrest 
Museums for the development and administration of the UI Mobile 
Museum, its exhibits, and resources for educators.
Iowa Archaeology on Social Media
In addition to the OSA webpage, Iowa Archaeology social media 
accounts bring the archaeology of our community to tens of thousands 
of people across the world.
Community/Public Presentations 940
Special Interest/Private Lectures 627
K-12 Presentations/Tours 1,237
Higher Education Lectures/Workshops 117
Professional Conferences 1,333
Exhibit Booth or Outreach Tent 703
Mobile Museum 5,304
Total 10,261
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Exploring Iowa Archaeology in the K–12 Classroom
A total of 1,237 K–12 students in eight Iowa 
counties and one Wisconsin town participated 
in archaeology presentations, activities, tours, 
and field trips with OSA staff. Many of these 
presentations involved, Exploring Iowa Archaeology 
in the K–12 Classroom activities. This program 
is awarded with the Governor’s STEM Advisory 
Council Seal of Approval. OSA staff reached an 
additional 1,640 K–12 students through educational 
resources, including archaeology Discovery Trunks 
and curricula used by teachers across the state. 
Last year, OSA was awarded a grant through 
the Department of Natural Resources Resource 
Enhancement and Protection Conservation 
Education Program (REAP-CEP) to create a full-
day curricular unit, People and the Land. This unit 
was implemented in August in partnership with 
University of Iowa Recreational Services. Over 
1,100 students and teachers learned about human 
interaction with the land through scientific inquiry, 
focused on simple shelter building, a Meskwaki 
wickiup, and the ruins of a historical farmstead at 
the Macbride Nature Recreation Area.   
The U.S. Bureau of Land Management’s Project 
Archaeology, a national archaeological and heritage 
education program active in 42 states and the 
District of Columbia, continues to be an integral 
part of OSA’s education and outreach activities. 
In October, OSA staff presented at the National 
Archaeology Education Conference in Colonial 
Williamsburg, Virginia, organized by Project 
Archaeology and funded by the University of Iowa 
Office of Outreach and Engagement. 
Beyond the classroom, the OSA has been promoting 
Iowa’s education program successes and 
contributing to the field of archaeology education 
on a national level. OSA’s Director of Strategic 
Initiatives, Elizabeth Reetz, was nominated to serve 
on the Project Archaeology Leadership Team along 
with archaeology education experts from across the 
country. Elizabeth also presented on archaeology 
education at both the Midwest Archaeological 
Conference and Society for American Archaeology 
(SAA) annual meetings, and served as the SAA’s 
Public Education Committee chairperson.
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Bringing Archaeology to Iowa Communities
and in the campgrounds! Over the course of five 
days, 40 tons of trash were removed from a 52-
mile stretch of river including: 329 tires, 20.2 tons 
of scrap metal, 4.3 tons of recyclables, and 9.3 
tons of trash.   Archaeology presentations over the 
course of the week included educational programs 
on Iowaville, the Ioway Indians, 13,000 Years of 
Iowa Archaeology, the Mormon Hand Cart Trail, and 
the archaeology of Lacey-Keosauqua State Park. A 
reflection on this event and a preview for the 2017 
event was covered in an interview on Iowa Public 
Radio.  
International Archaeology Day
For the sixth year, OSA partnered with the 
Archaeological Institute of America – Iowa Chapter 
to celebrate International Archaeology Day, an 
annual event established by the Archaeological 
Institute of America. The event took place at Coe 
College in Cedar Rapids and included partners from 
Coe College, Luther College, UI, and more. The 
2016 theme was Ancient Technology, highlighting 
technology from around the world, from medieval 
times and back thousands of years. Over 100 
visitors participated in archaeological activities 
including atlatl spear throwing, Roman bread-
making, traditional fire-starting, food grinding, hide 
scraping, and traditional toys and games.
Engaging with the Interested Public 
through Heritage Preservation 
Organizations
The OSA continues to foster strong relationships 
with heritage preservation organizations across the 
state. A long-standing partnership with the Iowa 
Archeological Society (IAS) helps OSA connect with 
Iowans, particularly in rural regions, who have a 
special interest in archaeology. OSA staff members 
serve on the IAS Board of Directors, attend and 
present at the spring and fall meetings, and 
contribute to both the annual Journal of the Iowa 
Archeological Society and the quarterly Newsletter 
of the Iowa Archeological Society. The IAS makes 
a generous annual contribution to the OSA to help 
fund education and outreach activities across the 
state. OSA staff also participate in the Preserve Iowa 
Summit, an annual event for professionals and the 
interested public organized by the Iowa Department 
of Cultural Affair’s State Historical Preservation 
Office. 
OSA staff reached nearly 2,900 people in 21 
Iowa counties this past fiscal year to give public 
community presentations and private lectures 
or staff an exhibit table or outreach tent. An 
additional six counties were reached through 
archaeology outreach via the UI Mobile Museum. 
The OSA provided programming and assistance 
to educational, historical, cultural, environmental, 
community, and tribal organizations statewide, 
including but not limited to: the UI, Iowa 
Archeological Society, Iowa Department of Natural 
Resources, Wickiup Hill Outdoor Learning Center, 
Coe College, and several Iowa county conservation 
boards. 
Project Aware
The OSA retired participation in the Des Moines 
Register’s Annual Great Bike Ride across Iowa 
(RAGBRAI), and joined in on the 14th annual Project 
AWARE, sponsored by the Iowa DNR. Project 
AWARE (A Watershed and River Expedition) took 
place on the Lower Des Moines River from July 
11-16, 2016. OSA Staff Cherie Haury-Artz and 
Elizabeth Reetz were “resident archaeologists” for 
the week. They were joined by archaeologists Joe 
Artz, Cindy Peterson, and Lance Foster, as well 
as several Iowa Archeological Society members, 
making an official “Team Archaeology” on the water Return to Strategic Initiatives
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UI Mobile Museum
The OSA is part of a collaborative team with 
the UI Office of the Vice President for Research 
and Economic Development and the Pentacrest 
Museums for the development and administration 
of the UI Mobile Museum. The Mobile Museum has 
new exhibits each calendar year, which are open 
to the public from April 1 through October 31. 
OSA contributions to the Mobile Museum in 2016 
included the development of exhibits, Hawkeye 
Power: Clean Energy for Iowans and A Wealth of 
Health: From Iowa to the World. Visitors in 31 
counties across Iowa totaling 31,402 viewed these 
exhibits, which traveled until October 31. The 
OSA initiated a partnership with the UI College of 
Education, where Leslie Flynn directed her science 
education students to create exhibit-based curricula 
for Hawkeye Power in 2016 for teachers across 
Iowa to further engage their students before, 
during, and after Mobile Museum visits.     
 
The OSA worked with partners across campus on 
two exhibits for the 2017 calendar year: Oneota 
Archaeological Connections and Delving Deep: 
Scientific Discoveries from Iowa’s Ancient Seas. 
OSA educators compiled exhibit-related lessons for 
Oneota Archaeological Connections and Delving 
Deep in 2017 for teachers across Iowa to further 
engage their students before, during, and after 
Mobile Museum visits. As an added component to 
engage students before their visit, OSA created a 
video to introduce the Mobile Museum for classroom 
teachers. 
By assisting as Mobile Museum educators in FY 
2016, OSA staff reached an additional 5,304 
Iowans, bringing the total OSA face-to-face 
interactions with a public audience to 10,261 
people.
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@IowaArchaeology 
2,608 followers  
   750 from FY 2016 
1,974 followers  247 
94,700 impressions
14,292 followers 
    2,583
1,076 followers 
    402
3,534 unique views 
   32 subscribers
The education and outreach content on the OSA website remained a vigorous, interactive conduit between 
the public and the OSA. The OSA’s social media pages were an important venue for disseminating news and 
program information in FY 2017. Active social media platforms administered by the OSA include Facebook, 
Twitter, Tumblr, Instagram, and YouTube.  Usage and engagement in all five platforms increased during FY 
2017.
The number of unique Facebook users who actively 
engaged with content through likes, comments, shares, 
or clicks averaged 122 per post. A sum of the total 
daily number of people who viewed content associated 
with the page for FY 2017 equals 415,895, which is 
double the sum from FY 2016! The most popular Iowa 
Archaeology Facebook posts shared news about 
the launch of the Iowa’s Ancient Trails project. 
This post was served to a total of 15,227 people, 
with 1,005 unique engaged users and 27,753 
total impressions, demonstrating the platform’s 
powerful potential in terms of engagement and 
outreach.
Over the course of the fiscal year, impressions 
(the number of times a Twitter user saw an Iowa 
Archaeology tweet) averaged 259 impressions per day. 
The most engaging tweet, seen by 8,803 people, 
was part of the University of Iowa’s #iloveUIOWA 
Twitter campaign. 
The most popular Iowa Archaeology videos are from 
the Ancient Iowa Film Series produced by former State 
Archaeologist Marshall McKusick in the 1970s, which 
generated 2,863 views. Return to Strategic Initiatives
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OSA Mission
The primary mission activities of the University of Iowa (UI) Office of 
the State Archaeologist (OSA) consist of developing, disseminating, 
and preserving knowledge of Iowa’s human past through Midwestern 
and Plains archaeological research, scientific discovery, public 
stewardship, service, and education. 
The position of State Archaeologist was established in 1959; the 
Code of Iowa specifies the State Archaeologist shall be a member of 
the faculty of the Department of Anthropology at the UI. The OSA is 
an organized research unit of the University, meaning that the State 
Archaeologist, who is appointed by the Iowa State Board of Regents, 
directs the OSA and reports to the UI Vice President for Research and 
Economic Development. 
The State Archaeologist consults regularly with the OSA Advisory 
Committee, whose members include on- and off-campus colleagues, 
and with the OSA Indian Advisory Council, whose members include 
individuals from several tribes.
Advisory Committee
What they do:
The Advisory Committee’s primary purpose is to provide a structure 
through which the State Archaeologist, the Vice President for Research 
and Economic Development (VPRED), and constituency representatives 
may jointly discuss the creation, implementation, and execution of 
policies and activities that broadly affect archaeological research, 
education, and stewardship in Iowa. Final authority regarding the 
acceptance and implementation of Advisory Committee suggestions 
lies with the VPRED, in consultation with the State Archaeologist.
FY 2017 Members:
Colin M. Betts (Luther College)
Gail Barels (Wickiup Hill Outdoor Learning Center)
Johnathan Buffalo (Sac and Fox Tribe of the Mississippi in Iowa)
David M. Gradwohl (Iowa State University)
Suzanne Wanatee Buffalo (Sac and Fox Tribe of the Mississippi in Iowa)
Lance Foster (Iowa Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska)
Jim Nepstad (Effigy Mounds National Monument)
Megan Stroh (Iowa Archeological Society)
Ann Ricketts (University of Iowa)
Leah D. Rogers (Tallgrass Historians L.C.)
Holmes A. Semken, Jr. (University of Iowa)
Glenn R. Storey (University of Iowa)
Steve King (State Historical Society of Iowa)
Indian Advisory Council
What they do:
The OSA interacts frequently with Indian tribes and communities on 
matters of mutual interest and concern. The OSA Indian Advisory 
Council includes representatives from several Indian communities in 
Iowa. Through regular meetings and informal consultation, Indian 
Advisory Council members and OSA staff members share information 
and address issues relating to Indian burial sites, human remains, 
repatriation, and other topics.
FY 2017 Members:
Howard Crow Eagle (Navajo, Sioux)
Suzanne Wanatee Buffalo (Meskwaki)
Donald Wanatee (Meskwaki)
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Date of 
Presentation Presenter Association Title
In 
Attendance
12/9/2016 Michelle Wienhold and Adam Skibbe
UI Hydroscience and 
Engineering and Department 
of Geographical and 
Sustainability Sciences
LiDAR Applications to Cultural Resource 
Preservation 26
2/3/2017 Cindy Strong Cornell College
Can X-ray fluorescence spectrometry 
provide insight into the origins of Mill Creek 
pottery?
32
2/17/2017 John Whittaker Grinnell College Atlatls in Ancient Peru: Warfare, Burial, and Status 32
2/24/2017 Bill Green Logan Museum of Anthropology, Beloit College
A Havana-Hopewell Village and Mound 
Center at Gast Farm, Southeast Iowa 52
3/10/2017 Mark Anderson UI
Procuring Proboscidean Parts from Pond 
Deposits: Perched above the Pool of Lake 
Red Rock
40
3/24/2017 Jim Enloe UI Woodpecker Cave: Past, Present and Future 33
Brown Bags
Brown Bag at the OSA is a regular series through which OSA staff and guests 
share their research over the lunch hour. Topics include individuals’ areas 
of interest, work in the field, and recent developments in archaeology and 
architectural history throughout Iowa and the Midwest. Presentations are free 
and open to the public and are held in OSA’s main laboratory. Attendees are 
encouraged to engage in discussion and exchange following the presentation. 
University of Iowa General Education Fund 
Support for Office of the State Archaeologist 
Operations, Fiscal Year 2017
Salaries $386,921
Fringe Benefits $140,336
General Expenses $11,138
Safety Equipment $1,022
General Expenses, Bioarchaeology $4,494
Total $543,911
Funding Received from Gifts, Fees and  
Endowments, Fiscal Year 2017
Bioarchaeology $4,508
Curation Services1 $37,639
Strategic Initiatives $10,547
Research Technology $65,907
Publications $1,019
Research $23,001
Return on Endowments $10,429
Total $153,050
 1Includes return on the endowment fund 
held by The University of Iowa for the 
Office of the State Archaeologist.
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Alliant Energy archaeological assessment for electrical project at Marble Beach Dickinson $250
Beloit College mapping and geophysical assessment of the Gast Farm Site Louisa $3,500
Cedar Valley Habitat for Humanity archaeological survey of an urban development project Linn $905
Cerro Gordo County Conservation Board historic architectural survey of a trail project Cerro Gordo $1,214
Christy Rickers National Register of Historic Places form supplemental for Fort Madison site (13LE10) Lee $5,000
City of Fort Dodge archaeological data recovery plan for the Fort Dodge Clay Works site, 13WB629 Webster $2,069
archaeological survey of site 13WB631 in Fort dodge Webster $3,793
City of Iowa City archaeological survey of a park project Johnson $1,195
Colby Marchant archaeological survey of a barn project Humboldt $1,289
D & L Excavating archaeological assessment of Rand Park permeable paver project Lee $7,036
Daniel Van Gilst archaeological survey of barn project Jasper $1,473
Des Moines Habitat for Humanity archaeological survey of city lot in Des Moines Polk $1,222
DGR Engineeering archaeological survey of rural water system project O'Brien $3,076
EarthView Environmental historic architectural reconnaissance survey of wind farm project Mahaska $7,961
historic architectural reconnaissance survey of a wind farm project Greene $12,883
Emmet County archaeological survey of a project Emmet $3,238
English Creek Farms archaeological survey of an agricultural project Marion $1,588
Gary Wolfe archaeological survey of a cottage improvement project Des Moines $1,542
GSS historic architectural assessment of Ziegler Memorial church for Muscatine cell tower project Muscatine $500
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Story cell tower project Story $1,110
archaeological survey of cell tower projects Multi-County $1,432
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Monona cell tower project Monona $1,502
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Nevada cell tower project Story $1,583
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Spencer cell tower project Clay $1,681
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Brighton cell tower project Washington $1,686
historic architectural survey of the Iowa State Fairgrounds Polk $1,776
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Fremont cell tower project Fremont $1,814
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Terril cell tower project Dickinson $1,820
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Jones County Fairgrounds cell tower project Jones $1,895
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Newton cell tower project Jasper $1,970
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Peterson cell tower project Clay $2,434
historic architectural evaluation of a project at the Iowa State Fairfrounds Polk $2,717
viewshed analysis of Newton cell tower project Jasper $3,000
HBK Engineering archaeological survey of a road project in Iowa City Johnson $1,961
Howell Investment archaeological survey of a care center project Linn $2,943
IGS Group archaeological assessment of project previously surveyed Wright $250
archaeological survey of a project Wright $3,856
archaeological survey of another project Wright $7,914
Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land Stewardship archaeological survey for a wetland project Carroll $1,418
archaeological survey of wetland reclamation project Guthrie $1,503
Iowa Department of Natural Resources archaeological assessment of a project Butler $150
archaeological assessment of a project Webster $150
archaeological assessment of a campground project Dickinson $250
archaeological assessment of a shooting range project Linn $250
archaeological assessment of a project Pottawattamie $250
Funding Received for Sponsored Research 
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Iowa Department of Natural Resources 
(continued)
archaeological survey of a water project Woodbury $1,091
archaeological survey of a facility project at Rock Creek State Park Jasper $1,216
archaeological survey of a sewer project Story $1,221
archaeological survey of a wastewater treatment project Benton $1,222
archaeological survey of a wastewater treatment project Butler $1,222
archaeological survey of a sewer project Story $1,225
archaeological survey of a water project O'Brien $1,233
archaeological survey of a composting project Allamakee $1,247
archaeological survey of a water project Iowa $1,255
archaeological survey of water treatment project at City of Roland Story $1,260
archaeological survey of a water project Johnson $1,287
archaeological survey of site 13VB311 Van Buren $1,321
archaeological survey of a wetland project Linn $1,357
archaeological survey of a wastewater treatment project Adair $1,372
archaeological survey of a water treatment project Jackson $1,390
archaeological survey of a parking lot project Lee $1,390
archaeological survey of a wastewater treatment project Hancock $1,436
archaeological survey of a shoreline project Story $1,478
archaeological survey for a campground renovation project at Lacey Keosauqua Van Buren $1,491
archaeological survey of a wastewater treatment project Kossuth $1,501
archaeological survey of a sewer project Johnson $1,512
archaeological survey of a trail project Washington $1,579
archaeological survey for a road and electrical service project at Maquoketa Caves State Park Jackson $1,642
archaeological survey of a project at Lake Red Rock Marion $1,653
archaeological survey of a water project Buena Vista $1,888
archaeological reconnaissance survey of a sewer project Polk $1,983
archaeological survey of a slough pumping station project Emmet $2,285
archaeological survey of a sewer project Dallas $2,460
archaeological survey of a sewer project Dallas $2,480
archaeological survey of a water improvement project Story $2,725
archaeological survey of a project Sac $2,870
archaeological survey of a wetland project Linn $2,993
archaeological survey of a water project Jackson $3,166
archaeological survey of a sewer project Lee $3,523
archaeological survey at site 13WB629 at Fort Dodge Webster $3,901
archaeological survey of a water project Mahaska $4,049
archaeological survey of a public access project at Four Mile Lake Emmet $5,092
archaeological survey of a shoreline project at Three Mile Lake Wildlife Management Area Union $6,148
archaeological survey of a lake dredging project at Central Lake Jones $6,613
archaeological survey of a water project at Amana Colonies Iowa $7,333
historic architectural reconnaissance survey for a sewer project Polk $8,159
archaeological survey for a project Plymouth $13,203
Quaker Mill Dam public-orientated booklet Delaware $13,562
archaeological assessment and reconnaissance of a Maquoketa River water trail project Multi-County $19,334
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Iowa Department of Transportation archaeological survey for three bridge replacements Plymouth $5,739
historic architectural survey for Interstate 80 project Multi-County $15,493
historic architectural survey for US Highway 151 Linn $18,398
archaeological survey for US Highway 151 Linn $19,822
historic architectural survey for Interstate 380 improvement project Multi-County $29,283
archaeological survey for Interstate 80 project Multi-County $97,294
archaeological survey for Interstate 380 improvement project Multi-County $131,745
archaeological mitigation project at 13WD8 (Dixon site) Woodbury $459,086
base contract DOT Base Contract $963,779
Johnson County Engineer archaeological survey of road improvement project Johnson $1,519
Lance Foster cultural resource monitoring Out of State $4,943
Levi Cook archaeological survey of a cattle building project Story $1,654
Louisa County Conservation cultural resources management plan for site 13LA683 Louisa $2,951
Mandelbaum Properties archaeological review of a redevelopment project Polk $500
Mitchol Vonnahme archaeological survey of an agricultural building project Carroll $1,192
MMS Consultants archaeological survey of a development project Johnson $2,689
archaeological survey of a development project Johnson $3,414
archaeological survey and historic architectural survey a development project Johnson $3,685
Muscatine County Conservation Board archaeological assessment of a shooting range project Muscatine $250
North Liberty Cemetery Board archaeological survey of a North Liberty Cemetery project Johnson $495
Palo Alto Engineer archaeological survey of road reconstruction project Palo Alto $1,738
Peterson Contractors archaeological survey of two borrows Jasper $2,044
Polk County Conservation archaeological assessment of Jester Park conservation education complex Polk $250
archaeological survey of five Yellow Banks Park development projects Polk $8,425
Shive-Hattery archaeological survey of a lake sediment basin project Ringgold $1,996
archaeological survey of a development project Davis $5,438
archaeological survey of a lake sediment basin project Appanoose $8,707
Stanley Consultants archaeological survey of a sewer project at Cedar Rapids Linn $3,818
Terracon cultural resources review of Dickinson cell tower project for tribes Dickinson $748
cultural resources review of Beverly Road cell tower project for tribes Linn $750
cultural resources review of Linn cell tower project for tribes Linn $750
cultural resources review of two Dubuque Loras cell tower projects for tribes Dubuque $751
cultural resources review of Defiance cell tower project for tribes Clay $876
historic architectural review of Hollywood cell tower project Linn $981
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Mondamin tower project Harrison $1,511
historic architectural review of Cedar Rapids cell tower project Linn $1,569
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Treetown cell tower project Hancock $1,637
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Castana cell tower project Monona $1,733
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Des Grand cell tower project Polk $2,855
historic architectural review of Clermont cell tower project Fayette $2,980
historic architectural survey of Mondamin cell tower project Harrison $3,339
historic architectural survey and visual effects assessment of Fort Atkinson tower project Multi-County $6,644
Funding Received for Sponsored Research 
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Trileaf cultural resources evaluation Harrison $876
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of five Knoxvile cell tower projects Marion $876
cultural resources evaluation Boone $893
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Memorial Park cell tower project Boone $1,539
archaeological survey, historic architectural review, and cultural resources review for tribes of two Des 
Country Club cell tower projects
Dallas $1,774
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of Freeport cell tower project Winneshiek $1,847
viewshed analysis of St. Mary's Beach Point tower project Out of State $2,781
archaeological survey and historic architectural review of three cell tower projects near Cedar Rapids Linn $4,181
University of Iowa and OVPRED Arts and Humanities 
Initiative
Historic Indian Landuse Database (HILD) Multi-County $23,024
Van Buren County Highway archaeological survey of a bridge project Van Buren $3,731
  Total $2,118,410
Students and Volunteers,  
Fiscal Year 2017
Work-Study Students
Name Affiliation Major Year Activity Hours
Rebekah Gansemer University of Iowa Anthropology Junior collections 300
Robert Lepcin University of Iowa Anthropology Senior collections 300
Student Volunteers/Interns
Name Affiliation Major Year Activity Hours
Colin Brose University of Iowa Environmental Science Sophomore research 90
Caitlyn Conlin Cornell College Archaeology Senior research 135
Chris Coudray University of Iowa Anthropology Junior Iowa Center for Research by Undergraduates project 300
Warren Davis St. Cloud State University Cultural Resource Management Graduate research 80
Viviana Guajardo Cornell College Archaeology Senior research 135
Madeleine Hoofnagle University of Iowa Anthropology Senior Iowa Center for Research by Undergraduates project 300
Addison Kimmel University of Iowa Anthropology Graduate degree research 20
Elena Skosey-LaLonde Cornell College Geology Senior research 135
Ryan Lange University of Northern Iowa/ Adams State University
GIS Certificate /  
CRM Archaeology Graduate Program Graduate degree research 120
Kerry Lorigan University of Iowa Anthropology Graduate internship 120
Tara Marks University of Iowa Anthropology Graduate degree research 120
Tyrone Peterson University of Iowa Anthropology Undergraduate research, Bioarchaeology 120
Ben Shirar St. Cloud State University CRM Archaeology Graduate Program Post-undergraduate Master’s degree internship 80
Kaitlyn Walker University of Iowa Anthropology Undergraduate research, Bioarchaeology 120
Britta Whitzel North Carolina State University Anthropology Graduate degree research 16
Alexis Williams University of Iowa Anthropology Undergraduate research, Bioarchaeology 120
Public Volunteers/Independent Researchers
Name Affiliation Activity Hours
Melissa Hamilton Oelwein, Iowa research 22
Jeffory Lynch Defense POW-MIA Accounting Agency research 16
Bill Moore Quad Cities Iowa Archeological Society research 237
Total Hours 2,886
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Vision
The Office of the State Archaeologist aspires to be a na-
tionally recognized archaeological research center empha-
sizing interdisciplinary excellence.
Core Values
In addition to supporting the “University of Iowa Strate-
gic Plan for 2016-2021,” OSA is guided by the Society for 
American Archaeology’s Principles of Archeological Eth-
ics. These principles are embodied in nine commitments: 
stewardship, accountability, commercialization, public ed-
ucation and outreach, intellectual property, public report-
ing and publication, records and preservation, training and 
resources, and safe educational and workplace environ-
ments. As a nationally recognized research facility, OSA is 
dedicated to engaging multiple constituencies while pro-
moting a dynamic intellectual environment. We focus on 
advanced research, transformative student learning expe-
riences, and public engagement to inspire and improve the 
quality of life for all Iowans through education and sup-
port of sustainable infrastructure development. We actively 
contribute to the University’s mission and goals which rec-
ognize intellectual and cultural vitality is the foundation of 
a healthy research organization.
Mission
Develop, disseminate, and preserve knowledge of Iowa’s 
human past through archaeological research, scientific 
discovery, public stewardship, service, and education.
GOAL 1: 
Conduct high-impact research throughout Iowa and the 
surrounding region.
• Engage in Iowa-focused archaeological, architectural 
history, and bioarchaeological research that contrib-
utes to understanding Iowa’s past and present.
 » Focus research effort on topics reflecting core 
staff strengths.
 » Investigate and invest in emerging research areas 
to which staff may successfully contribute. 
 » Broaden the range of contract and grant-support-
ed research opportunities. 
 » Display OSA’s excellence through peer-reviewed 
publications, large research projects, national and 
regional conference participation, and exceptional 
customer service.
 » Continue OSA’s national leadership role in the re-
spectful treatment of ancient human remains.
• Recruit and retain staff who possess the knowledge, 
skills, abilities, and diversity to enhance OSA’s re-
search activities while maintaining a high quality work-
place environment.
 » Further develop a “people first” focus to increase 
staff awareness they are valued. 
 » Improve project management and business prac-
tices to maximize support for research staff to 
conduct high quality and investigations.
 » Develop additional means to recognize and credit 
staff for their achievements. 
 » Maintain and enhance gender and ethnic diversity 
staffing opportunities.
 » Provide an environment where innovation, flex-
ibility, and collaboration are encouraged and 
rewarded.
• Contribute to a campus culture in which UI facul-
ty, staff, and students can expand their research 
productivity.
 » Creatively explore collaborative research partner-
ships with campus faculty and staff partners that 
complement and extend OSA’s areas of strength.   
 » Develop opportunities for meaningful student par-
ticipation in OSA research. 
 » Direct resources to existing and emerging pro-
grams based on their centrality to UI’s mission and 
potential for sustained funding and excellence.
 » Encourage new and highlight existing research 
that illustrates the diverse peoples in Iowa’s ar-
chaeological record.
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GOAL 2: 
Contribute in meaningful ways to educating UI students to 
be engaged citizens.
• Increase the visibility and awareness of educational 
opportunities offered by OSA among the University 
undergraduate student population. 
 » Enhance affordability and promote effective year-
round learning opportunities by offering student 
ICRU-funded and other internships, work-study 
positions, and summer work opportunities.
 » Provide undergraduates with high-quality learning 
experiences through independent study opportu-
nities leading to honors theses.
 » Offer specialized courses in archaeology and bio-
archaeology through the Anthropology Depart-
ment not provided by the regular faculty. 
 » Provide field schools and hands-on laboratory re-
search projects that incorporate interdisciplinary 
studies, international collaborations, and develop-
ment of specialized technical skills.
• Conduct long-term archaeological projects with fund-
ed research opportunities for graduate and post-grad-
uate scholars. 
 » Participate in cross-disciplinary graduate degree 
programs with other University departments and 
programs.
 » Recruit graduate students from University depart-
ments and programs to work on OSA projects and 
provide high quality mentoring experiences to de-
velop expertise and leadership abilities.
 » Provide research opportunities for graduate stu-
dents through access to OSA’s extensive docu-
ment and material collections, specialized staff 
knowledge, and mentoring by professionals.
• Create learning experiences about the human past 
that enriches the lives of all students and helps them 
to become well-informed individuals, engaged citi-
zens, and productive employees and employers. 
 » Contribute to a more inclusive campus by educat-
ing faculty, staff, and students about diversity in 
the past.
 » Improve student critical thinking skills using ar-
chaeological data about past human adaptations.
 » Expand student appreciation for understanding 
culture change and appreciating the range of hu-
man cultural diversity.
 » Develop student awareness that valuing the human 
past improves quality of life for all in the present.
GOAL 3: 
Engage statewide with Iowans to support life-long learning 
about the past to improve the present quality of life and en-
hance responsible infrastructure development.
• Strengthen and expand OSA partnerships with public 
constituencies to advance understanding and appre-
ciation about the human past and stewardship of ar-
chaeological resources. 
 » Expand partnerships with K–12 educators to pro-
mote diversity learning in Iowa history.
 » Enhance lifelong learning opportunities and pro-
fessional development on campus and via distance 
learning through partnerships between OSA, other 
University departments, and communities and in-
dividuals across the state.
 » Sponsor public field schools in conjunction with 
OSA research or projects conducted by other 
partners. 
 » Fulfill statutory obligations on behalf of the public 
interest in protecting ancient human remains and 
burial locations in partnerships with American In-
dian Nations and other descendant communities, 
maintaining and expanding the State Archaeologi-
cal Repository, and providing improved digital ac-
cess to the Iowa Site File.
• Showcase the societal benefits of archaeological re-
search and teaching for the citizens of Iowa.
 » Promote OSA’s public engagement programming 
and educational opportunities through social me-
dia, radio, internet, and print media.
 » Engage external partners to enhance archaeologi-
cal stewardship through conservation easements 
and foster economic development through heri-
tage tourism.
 » Encourage the Regents’ institutions and statewide 
colleges to use OSA resources in faculty and stu-
dent research.
 » Support the Iowa Archeological Society in its ef-
forts to encourage recording and preserving ar-
chaeological sites and artifacts and its other goals.
• Support economic development by helping clients 
navigate complex federal, state, and local histor-
ic preservation legislation as part of statewide infra-
structure development projects.
 » Expand use of digital technologies (e.g., high res-
olution mapping, drones, applications for mobile 
devices) to increase speed and quality of field data 
capture.
 » Lead the nation through responsible tribal consul-
tation with American Indian nations.
 » Translate OSA’s intellectual work into publicly 
meaningful contributions to public understanding 
of and appreciation for the past as part of sustain-
able and responsible infrastructure development. 
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Dallas Urbandale Cherie Haury-Artz OVPRED September 1 Mobile Museum at Grant Ragan Elementary 348
Decatur; 
Appanoose; 
Wapello; 
Washington
Leon; 
Centerville; 
Ottumwa; 
Washington
Cherie Haury-Artz, Anais Levin OVPRED July 29-30 Mobile Museum at RAGBRAI 1583
Dickinson Milton Cherie Haury-Artz Iowa Lakeside Laboratory April 27-28 Iowa in the Time of Shakespeare 163
Dubuque Petosa Cherie Haury-Artz Dubuque County Conservation Board July 7 Archaeology in Iowa
Dubuque Cascade Cherie Haury-Artz OVPRED August 8 Mobile Museum at Cascade Public Library 106
Grundy Grundy Center Seraphina Carey OVPRED September 21 Mobile Museum at Grundy Center Schools 291
Guthrie Coon Rapids Cherie Haury-Artz, Joe Artz, 
Lana Artz
Whiterock Conservancy February 25 Artifact Road Show and Regional Summary 35
Hancock Garner Cherie Haury-Artz OVPRED July 9 Mobile Museum at Duesey Days 337
Humboldt Humboldt Cherie Haury-Artz Humboldt Middle School and Humboldt 
Mechanical Solutions
October 6 I Know What They Ate 112
Johnson Coralville Cherie Haury-Artz OVPRED July 8 Mobile Museum at UI Children’s Hospital Bike Rodeo 87
Johnson Coralville Cherie Haury-Artz U.S. Army Corps of Engineers August 6 Traditional Toys and Games; Ancient Hunting 
Techniques
32
Johnson Coralville Cherie Haury-Artz Iowa City Community School District 
Extended Learning Program
December 7 Exploring an Archaeological Site 9
Johnson Coralville Mark Anderson Mid-Prairie Pack 234, Boy Scouts of 
America
May 20 Flintknapping Demonstration 20
Johnson Coralville Cherie Haury-Artz Johnson County Historical Society June 30 Historical Society Day Camp 9
Johnson Hills Cherie Haury-Artz Iowa River Friends June 14 A Walk Back Through Time: River Junction 20
Johnson Iowa City Mary De La Garza University of Iowa Belin-Blank Program April 26 Secondary Student Training Program: Coding 
Archaeological Applications
9
Johnson Iowa City Cherie Haury-Artz Take a Kid Outdoors July 16 Traditional Toys and Games; Ancient Hunting 
Techniques
253
Johnson Iowa City Angela Collins Hoover Elementary School October 7 Mystery Reader for 1st Grade Class at Hoover 
Elementary "Archaeologists Dig for Clues"
22
Johnson Iowa City Cherie Haury-Artz Kirkwood Community College 
Workplace Learning Connection
November 3 Job Shadow with High School Students 2
Johnson Iowa City Cherie Haury-Artz Mark Twain Parent-Teacher 
Organization
July 6 Mark Twain Elementary STEAM Night 20
Johnson Iowa City John Doershuk University of Iowa Department of 
Anthropology
February 21 Archaeological Consultation and the Dakota Access 
Pipe Line Project
17
Johnson Iowa City Lara Noldner University of Iowa Department of 
Anthropology
February 23 NAGPRA: Application of the Process 20
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Johnson Iowa City Cherie Haury-Artz University of Iowa Alumni Association February 1, 8, 15, 
and 22
Senior College: Those Who Have Gone Before - An 
Introduction to Iowa Archaeology
70
Johnson Iowa City Elizabeth Reetz, William 
Quackenbush
Ho-Chunk Nation April 20 Native American Flute Making Workshop 6
Johnson OSA Elizabeth Reetz University of Iowa Department of 
Anthropology
September 5 Growing Into the Education and Outreach Program at 
the OSA
8
Johnson OSA Jennifer Mack University of Iowa Department of 
Anthropology
September 20 Bone Where There's Not Supposed to Be Any 20
Johnson OSA Mark Anderson, Cherie Haury-
Artz, Elizabeth Reetz
Kirkwood Community College September 20 Archaeology in Iowa 25
Johnson OSA John Doershuk University of Iowa Anthropology Club February 22 Tour of OSA and Archaeology Field Plans for Summer 
2017 at Mini-Wakan State Park (13DK143)
8
Johnson OSA Lara Noldner University of Iowa Department of 
Anthropology
March 20 Iowa Burial Protection Law and NAGPRA 6
Johnson OSA Elizabeth Reetz University of Iowa Department of 
Anthropology
May 1 Growing Into the Education and Outreach Program at 
the OSA
8
Johnson OSA Elizabeth Reetz, Seraphina 
Carey
Scott County Conservation Board June 21 OSA Tour, Traditional Toys and Games, and Mobile 
Museum
60
Johnson Kalona Mark Anderson Kalona Historical Village January 26 A Brief Overview of Eastern Iowa Prehistory 65
Johnson Solon Elizabeth Reetz, Cherie 
Haury-Artz
University of Iowa Recreational 
Services
August 15 “People and the Land” Curricular Workshop 20
Johnson Solon Elizabeth Reetz, Cherie Haury-
Artz, Johnathan Buffalo, 
Suzanne Wanatee Buffalo
University of Iowa Recreational 
Services; Meskwaki Tribal Museum
September 1-2 "People and the Land" Building a Meskwaki Wickiup 22
Johnson Tiffin Cherie Haury-Artz Clear Creek Amana High School December 12-13 Pleistocene Megafauna and Iowa’s Earliest Residents 145
Jones Center 
Junction
Bryan Kendall, Bill Moore Jones County Conservation Board April 4 Eby's Mill Artifact Labeling Work Day 15
Lee Keokuk Cherie Haury-Artz Keokuk Area Convention & Tourism 
Bureau; IDNR
January 21 Life Along the Lower Des Moines 45
Linn Cedar Rapids Mark Anderson, Cherie Haury-
Artz, Elizabeth Reetz
Archaeological Institute of America 
Iowa Chapter, Coe College
October 22 International Archaeology Day 100
Linn Cedar Rapids Cherie Haury-Artz Coe College June 12-23 College for Kids: Archaeology of Iowa 34
Linn Toddville Jennifer Mack Linn County Conservation Board, 
Wickiup Hill Learning Center
March 21 Bone Where There's Not Supposed to Be Any (Third 
Street Cemetery)
18
Linn Toddville Mark Anderson Linn County Conservation Board, 
Wickiup Hill Learning Center
October 26 Great Pumpkin Atlatl Throw 45
Louisa Wapello Cherie Haury-Artz Louisa County Conservation Board June 3 Traditional Toys and Games at Langwood Adventure 
Day
300
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Louisa Columbus 
Junction
Cherie Haury-Artz Louisa County Conservation Board June 8 Columbus Junction Summer Recreation Camp 38
Louisa Wapello Cherie Haury-Artz Louisa County Conservation Board June 27 Archaeology Day at Louisa CCB Tadpole Camp 5
Louisa Wapello Cherie Haury-Artz Louisa County Conservation Board June 9 Wapello Summer Recreation Camp 7
Mahaska Oskaloosa Cherie Haury-Artz Mahaska County Conservation Board September 11 Pleistocene Megafauna and Iowa’s Earliest Residents 50
Mahaska Oskaloosa Cherie Haury-Artz IDNR October 25 Artifact Identification Workshop 1
Polk Des Moines Bill Whittaker Des Moines Public Library September 30 The Palace Site: Life in Des Moines 7,000 Years Ago 200
Polk Des Moines Cherie Haury-Artz  OVPRED August 20-21 Mobile Museum at the Iowa State Fair 1277
Polk West Des 
Moines
Cherie Haury-Artz  OVPRED August 31 Mobile Museum at West Des Moines Public Library 115
Pottawattamie Council Bluffs Lara Noldner Kirn Middle School November 9 NAGPRA and Maria Pearson 3
Pottawattamie Council Bluffs Elizabeth Reetz and John 
Doershuk
Iowa Archeological Society Spring 
Meeting, Council Bluffs
April 29 Iowa Archaeology Needs a Voice! How You Can Be an 
Effective Advocate
44
Poweshiek Grinnell Jennifer Mack Grinnell College September 26 Bone Where There's Not Supposed to Be Any 8
Scott Bettendorf Cherie Haury-Artz Bettendorf Middle School September 29 Exploring an Archaeological Site 407
Scott Davenport Anais Levin  OVPRED July 16 Mobile Museum at Putnam Museum Community Day 239
Scott Davenport Jennifer Mack 2016 Preserve Iowa Summit September 16 Bone Where There's Not Supposed to Be Any 25
Scott Davenport Mary De La Garza 2016 Preserve Iowa Summit September 16 Digital Tools for Historic Preservation 30
Scott Eldridge Jennifer Mack North Scott High School March 22 Bone Where There's Not Supposed to Be Any 65
Story Ames John Doershuk Iowa State University Department of 
Anthropology
February 13 2017 Lakeside Lab Archaeological Field School Plans 14
Tama Tama Lara Noldner, Elizabeth Reetz IDOT Tribal Summit on Cultural 
Preservation and Transportation
June 1 An Introduction to the OSA 70
Tama Tama Lara Noldner IDOT Tribal Summit on Cultural 
Preservation and Transportation
June 1 Protection of Ancient Human Remains in Iowa: 
Purposes, Laws and Processes
70
Van Buren Keosauqua Cherie Haury-Artz, Joe Artz IDNR July 23 Paddle Trip: The Archaeology and Geology of the 
Lower Des Moines River
20
Van Buren Keosauqua Cherie Haury-Artz, Elizabeth 
Reetz
Jefferson County Conservation Board; 
IDNR
October 28 Surveying a Mormon Trail Archaeological Site 20
Wapello Ottumwa Cherie Haury-Artz Ottumwa Home School Assistance 
Program
October 25 Meskwaki Culture and History 30
Wapello, Davis, 
Van Buren, 
Lee
 Multiple Cherie Haury-Artz, Elizabeth 
Reetz
IDNR July 11-15 Project Aware: Resident Archaeologists 329
Washington Kalona Cherie Haury-Artz  OVPRED September 23-24 Mobile Museum at Kalona Fall Festival 921
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Webster Fort Dodge Lara Nolder, Megan Stroh, and 
Brennen Dolan
2017 Preserve Iowa Summit June 9 From Known to Unknown: Unmarked Burials in Iowa 50
Webster Fort Dodge Bill Whittaker 2017 Preserve Iowa Summit June 9 The Archaeology of Fort Dodge 100
Webster Fort Dodge Bill Whittaker 2017 Preserve Iowa Summit June 9 Military Forts and Indian Affairs in Early 19th-Century 
Iowa
60
Webster Fort Dodge Bill Whittaker 2017 Preserve Iowa Summit June 10 Notable Locations (NL) and the Historic Indian 
Locations Database (HILD)
60
 Out of State Rock Island, 
Illinois
Dan Horgen, John Hedden Quad Cities Archaeological Society April 25 The Davenport Danish Brotherhood Hall Site: A Lesson 
in Urban Archaeology from the Farm State
53
 Out of State Bangor, 
Wisconsin
Elizabeth Reetz Bangor Elementary School March 10 Being an Archaeologist 75
IDNR = Iowa Department of Natural Resources, IDOT = Iowa Department of Transportation, NAGPRA = Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act, OVPRED = University of Iowa Office of the 
Vice President for Research and Economic Development
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Anderson, Mark 129th Iowa Academy of Science Annual Meeting Cedar Falls April 22, 2017 Procuring Proboscidean Parts from Pond Deposits Perched 
above the Pool of Lake Red Rock
Collins, Angela 60th Annual Midwest Archaeological Conference Iowa City October 7, 2016 Utilizing Metadata for Information Sharing
Collins, Angela 60th Annual Midwest Archaeological Conference Iowa City October 8, 2016 Don’t Uncork that Bottle! The Unanticipated Contents 
Preserved in a Nineteenth Century Proprietary Medicine 
Bottle
Coudray, Christopher 129th Iowa Academy of Science Annual Meeting Cedar Falls April 21, 2017 Iowa’s New Mammoth with Archaeological Potentials
Doershuk, John F. 82nd Annual Meeting of the Society for American 
Archaeology
Vancouver, British Columbia April 1, 2017 Do Data Stop at the 49th Parallel? The State of 
Archaeological Databases, Digital Methodologies, 
Heritage Management, and Research Collaboration 
through Canada and the United States 
Doershuk, John F., Lara Noldner, 
and Elizabeth Reetz
60th Annual Midwest Archaeological Conference Iowa City October 7, 2016 50/40: Celebrating the National Historic Preservation Act 
and Laws Protecting Iowa's Ancient Human Remains
Doershuk, John F., Mark Anderson, 
Joe Artz, Art Bettis, and Holmes 
Semken
82nd Annual Meeting of the Society for American 
Archaeology
Vancouver, British Columbia April 1, 2017 Exploring Potential Ancient Human-Proboscidea 
Interaction at Lake Red Rock, Marion County, Iowa
Haury-Artz, Cherie 2nd National Archaeology Education Conference Williamsburg, Virginia October 11, 2016 One Minute of Madness: Iowa Project Archaeology
Hedden, John G. and Dan G. Horgen 82nd Annual Meeting of the Society for American 
Archaeology, Vancouver, B.C.
Vancouver, British Columbia March 30, 2017 The Strange and Terrible Tale of the Davenport Iowa 
Danish Hall Site: A Lesson in Urban Archaeology from 
the Farm State
Hoofnagle, Madeleine 129th Iowa Academy of Science Annual Meeting Cedar Falls April 21, 2017 Wrestling with Ceramic Typologies: A Case for Holistic 
Analysis
Noldner, Lara, Suzanne Wanatee 
Buffalo, Johnathan Buffalo
82nd Annual Meeting of the Society for American 
Archaeology, Vancouver, B.C.
Vancouver, British Columbia April 1, 2017 A Life's Story from a Single Tooth?: A Discussion of the 
Value of Destructive Analyses
Reetz, Elizabeth 82nd Annual Meeting of the Society for American 
Archaeology, Vancouver, B.C.
Vancouver, British Columbia March 30, 2017 Assessment in Archaeology Education: Project 
Archaeology Research
Reetz, Elizabeth 82nd Annual Meeting of the Society for American 
Archaeology, Vancouver, B.C.
Vancouver, British Columbia March 31, 2017 Heritage Matters: Archaeology and Community 
Engagement Through Political Advocacy
Reetz, Elizabeth 82nd Annual Meeting of the Society for American 
Archaeology, Vancouver, B.C.
Vancouver, British Columbia April 1, 2017 “So do you like, wear a hat like Indy?” “Cool, I love 
dinosaurs!” “My grandpa has this really awesome pot in 
the attic.” “Can you shut down the pipeline?” - Effective 
Communication about Archaeology in Three Minutes or 
Less.
Reetz, Elizabeth 60th Annual Midwest Archaeological Conference Iowa City October 7, 2016 Effectively Communicating Archaeology to the Public in 
Three Minutes or Less
Reetz, Elizabeth 60th Annual Midwest Archaeological Conference Iowa City October 7, 2016 Issues and Opportunities in Midwest CRM
Reetz, Elizabeth 60th Annual Midwest Archaeological Conference Iowa City October 7, 2016
Creating Collaborative Learning Opportunities 
for Indigenous Youth with Archaeology-Based 
Environmental Education
Reetz, Elizabeth 2nd National Archaeology Education Conference Williamsburg, Virginia October 13, 2016 Place-based Education: Connecting Classrooms and Communities
Reetz, Elizabeth (with Jeanne Moe, 
Courtney Agenten, and Bekah 
Schields)
2nd National Archaeology Education Conference Williamsburg, Virginia October 11 & 13, 2016 Education 101 for Archaeologists
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Reetz, Elizabeth, and Mary De La 
Garza
Council for Minnesota Archaeology Biennial 
Conference St. Paul, Minnesota February 25, 2017 Flying High: Iowa's Digital Archaeology Initiatives
Rucker, Teresa Small Archival Projects Conference Dubuque April 7, 2017 Ten Years of Digitization at the OSA
Whittaker, William 60th Annual Midwest Archaeological Conference Iowa City October 7, 2016 Measuring Prehistoric Mounds: Problems and Approaches
Whittaker, William 60th Annual Midwest Archaeological Conference Iowa City October 7, 2016 Variations in Historic-Era Indian Funerary Practices in Iowa
Whittaker, William (with W. Green, 
M. Whelan, A. Barnes, and E. 
Bristow)
60th Annual Midwest Archaeological Conference Iowa City October 8, 2016 Gast Farm Revisited: New Tools Revitalize “Old” Data
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Carlson, Richard J., and Alan J. Hawkins Journal of the Iowa Archeological Society 63:71–89 Historical and Archaeological Investigations of the Fort 
Dodge Clay Works, 1892–1907
2016
Collins, Angela R. http://www.uiowacar.com/osaglotrails/ancient-trails-tours-home Ancient Trails Tours of Iowa (website with several pages) 2017
Doershuk, John F. Newsletter of the Iowa Archeological Society 66(2):2–3 Sioux City Folsom Summer 2016
Doershuk, John F. Newsletter of the Iowa Archeological Society 66(2):4–5 Michael J. Perry Retires from OSA Summer 2016
Doershuk, John F. Newsletter of the Iowa Archeological Society 66(3&4):8–9 Robin M. Lillie Retires from OSA Fall/Winter 2016
Horgen, Daniel G. Newsletter of the Iowa Archeological Society 66(3&4):11 What’s the Point Fall/Winter 2016
Horgen, Daniel G. Newsletter of the Iowa Archeological Society 66(2):7 What’s the Point Summer 2016
Mack, Jennifer E. International Journal of Osteoarchaeology, Vol. 26(3):524-536 Applying Zooarchaeological Methods to Interpret 
Mortuary Behavior and Taphonomy in Commingled 
Burials: The Case Study of the Late Neolithic Site of 
Bolores, Portugal
Summer 2016
Noldner, Lara K. Readings in Southwestern Bioarchaeology, ALW Stodder (ed.) Migration and population structure in the Jemez region 2017
Noldner, Lara K. Medicine Lodge Creek: Holocene Archaeology of the Eastern Big 
Horn Basin, Wyoming: Volume 2
The Shiprock Panel at Medicine Lodge Creek: Descriptions 
and Interpretations
2017
Reetz, Elizabeth C. (and William Quackenbush) Advances in Archaeological Practices 4:492–502 Creating Collaborative Learning Opportunities 
for Indigenous Youth with Archaeology-Based 
Environmental Education
Fall 2016
Whittaker, William E. (with Joe Artz and Emilia 
Bristow) 
Proceedings of the Twenty-Year Retrospective of the National Center 
for Preservation Technology and Training Sponsored Archeology 
Symposium. P. 24–96
Detecting Mounds Using Airborne LiDAR: Case Studies 
from Iowa and Minnesota.
2017
Whittaker, William E. Journal of the Iowa Archeological Society 63:100–101 Review of Hidden Thunder: Rock Art of the Upper Midwest 2016
Whittaker, William E. Newsletter of the Iowa Archeological Society 66(3&4)6–10 More Odd Archaeology 2016
Whittaker, William E. Annals of Iowa 76(3)307–308 Review of Kearny’s Dragoons Out West: The Birth of the U.S. Cavalry 2017
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Anderson, Mark L. Iowa Academy of Science Board of 
Directors
varies annual manages the affairs of the Academy. It engages the services of qualified individuals to assist in 
the proper execution of Academy activities including its mission to promote science research, 
science education, the public understanding of science, and to recognize excellence in these 
endeavors. Members of the Board of Directors serve three year terms.
Anderson, Mark L. Iowa Academy of Science, 
Anthropology Section Chair
varies annual organize annual meeting presentations and posters for the Anthropology Section as well as 
provide information and support to the academy as requested.
Anderson, Mark L. Big Sand Mound Preserve Board, 
Archaeology and Geology 
Representative
Muscatine biannual demonstrate the commitment to environmental education, ecological restoration and has the 
potential to serve as a model for other land stewards
Anderson, Mark L. Archaeological Institute of America, 
Iowa Society President
Iowa City annual organize annual lecture series, coordinate nationally sponsored guest lecture visits, coordinate 
International Archaeology Day activities, and serve to foster and enhance the local society 
members interests in archaeology
Collins, Angela R. Assistant Editor, Journal of the Iowa 
Archeological Society
n/a  annually assisted with layout for the Volume 63 of the Journal of the Iowa Archeological Society
Cordell, John L. University of Iowa Collections 
Coalition 
various University 
of Iowa campus 
locations 
monthly support UI educational, research, and service goals by encouraging and advancing the 
professional care, documentation, and study of artifacts, specimens, and documents in 
the collections located in the University community, to make the collections meaningful 
and accessible to members of the University and general public, and to encourage the 
professional growth and development of the administrators, curators, and keepers of the 
collections 
Doershuk, John F. Iowa Archeological Society Board 
(ex officio member}
varies two times annually unite those interested in the archaeology of Iowa; foster cooperation among professional and 
amateur archaeologists; promote the study, investigation, and interpretation of prehistoric 
and historic remains in Iowa; provide for the dissemination of knowledge and research in 
archaeology and related disciplines; encourage the recording and preservation of sites 
and artifacts; and develop a constructive attitude toward these cultural resources through 
education and public involvement
Doershuk, John F. Adjunct Associate Professor Iowa City academic year 
2016–2017
serve as adjunct faculty for University of Iowa Department of Anthropology
Doershuk, John F. Visiting Lecturer Mt. Vernon academic year 
2016–2017
serve as lecturer for Cornell College Department of Sociology and Anthropology
Doershuk, John F. Effigy Mounds National Monument 
Review Board
varies at least twice 
annually
participate in providing oversight to multiple on-going investigations concerning cultural 
resources compliance issues
Doershuk, John F. Midcontinental Journal of 
Archaeology, Editorial Board
electronically as needed by Editor advise Editor on publication issues as needed
Doershuk, John F. Register of Professional 
Archaeologists Standards Board
electronically as needed advise Standards Board Chair on issues involving grievances stemming from Register of 
Professionals Archaeologists member violations of the “Standards of Research Performance” 
(http://rpanet.org/?page=CodesandStandards) 
Doershuk, John F. Blood Run National Historic 
Landmark State Management 
Team
Larchwood and Rock 
Rapids
as needed participate in providing oversight to the on-going master planning process for the long term 
protection of ancient human remains and other cultural resources encompassed by the 
Nation Historic Landmark
Doershuk, John F. Chair, Midwest Archaeological 
Conference, Inc. annual meeting 
planning committee
Iowa City monthly plan for all aspects of the annual meeting and served as local host for the Iowa City, October 
2016 meeting
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Doershuk, John F. Society for American Archaeology 
Task Force
electronically as needed value archaeological sites and develop guidelines for best practices in landscape approaches to 
discovering and managing archaeological resources)
Hawkins, Alan J. Iowa Archeological Society Board varies at least twice 
annually
unite those interested in the archaeology of Iowa; foster cooperation among professional and 
amateur archaeologists; promote the study, investigation, and interpretation of prehistoric 
and historic remains in Iowa; provide for the dissemination of knowledge and research in 
archaeology and related disciplines; encourage the recording and preservation of sites 
and artifacts; and develop a constructive attitude toward these cultural resources through 
education and public involvement
Haury-Artz, Chérie Iowa Archeological Society Board varies at least twice 
annually and 
much e-mail 
discussion
unite those interested in the archaeology of Iowa; foster cooperation among professional and 
amateur archaeologists; promote the study, investigation, and interpretation of prehistoric 
and historic remains in Iowa; provide for the dissemination of knowledge and research in 
archaeology and related disciplines; encourage the recording and preservation of sites 
and artifacts; and develop a constructive attitude toward these cultural resources through 
education and public involvement
Haury-Artz, Chérie Iowa Archeological Society 
Certification Program
varies Contact with 
participants 
through e-mail
Assist members of the Iowa Archaeological Society to obtain training and certification in field, 
laboratory, and site recording categories.
Lensink, Stephen C. Adjunct Assistant Professor Iowa City academic year 
2016–2017
serve as adjunct faculty for University of Iowa Department of Anthropology
Merry, Carl State Historical Society of Iowa, 
State Nominations Review 
Committee
Des Moines three times 
annually
review and approve nominations for archaeological and architectural properties for listing 
on the National Register of Historic Places; review and approve archaeological and historic 
preservation grant applications
Noldner, Lara K. Adjunct Assistant Professor Iowa City academic year 
2017-2018
serve as adjunct faculty for the University of Iowa Department of Anthropology
Noldner, Lara K. Association of Iowa Archaeologists 
President
Fort Dodge 2017-2018 Serve as AIA president
Noldner, Lara K. Iowa Archeological Society Board varies at least twice 
annually
unite those interested in the archaeology of Iowa; foster cooperation among professional and 
amateur archaeologists; promote the study, investigation, and interpretation of prehistoric 
and historic remains in Iowa; provide for the dissemination of knowledge and research in 
archaeology and related disciplines; encourage the recording and preservation of sites 
and artifacts; and develop a constructive attitude toward these cultural resources through 
education and public involvement
Reetz, Elizabeth C. Project Archaeology, Iowa State 
Coordinator
varies, nationwide biennially act as a liaison between the national Project Archaeology network and leadership team and 
Iowa’s Project Archaeology master teachers
Reetz, Elizabeth C. Project Archaeology, Leadership 
Team Member
varies, nationwide biennially provide expert advice the national program, help plan and conduct the national conference, 
guide curriculum development, and work through other issues as needed.
Reetz, Elizabeth C.
Society for American Archaeology, 
Public Education Committee 
Chairperson
varies, nationwide annually provide expert advice to the Board on public education and outreach to carry out the Society’s mission to provide leadership in education about archaeology.
Reetz, Elizabeth C. Society for American Archaeology, 
Public Education Committee 
Network of State Coordinators
varies, nationwide annually serve as the Iowa representative as a liaison between the Public Education Committee and 
organizers of public education at the state level. Provide extra support as the Network’s 
social media co-administrator 
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Reetz, Elizabeth C. Iowa Archeological Society Board varies at least twice 
annually
unite those interested in the archaeology of Iowa; foster cooperation among professional and 
amateur archaeologists; promote the study, investigation, and interpretation of prehistoric 
and historic remains in Iowa; provide for the dissemination of knowledge and research in 
archaeology and related disciplines; encourage the recording and preservation of sites 
and artifacts; and develop a constructive attitude toward these cultural resources through 
education and public involvement
Whittaker, William 
E.
Editor, Journal of the Iowa 
Archeological Society
n/a  annually edited Volume 63 of the Journal of the Iowa Archeological Society
Whittaker, William 
E.
Iowa Archeological Society Board varies at least twice 
annually
unite those interested in the archaeology of Iowa; foster cooperation among professional and 
amateur archaeologists; promote the study, investigation, and interpretation of prehistoric 
and historic remains in Iowa; provide for the dissemination of knowledge and research in 
archaeology and related disciplines; encourage the recording and preservation of sites 
and artifacts; and develop a constructive attitude toward these cultural resources through 
education and public involvement
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Vol. 41, No. 1 Lillie, Robin M., and Lara K. Noldner Bioarchaeology of Two Oneota Burial Sites: 13AM43A and 13AM103, Allamakee County 
Vol. 41, No. 2 Lillie, Robin M., and Lara K. Noldner Bioarchaeology of Two Mill Creek Sites from Northwest Iowa: 13PM248 and 13WD402
Vol. 41, No. 3 Mack, Jennifer E., and Lara K. Noldner Bioarchaeological Reports on Human Skeletal Remains from Iowa
Vol. 42, No. 1 Mack, Jennifer E., and Lara K. Noldner Bioarchaeological Reports on Human Skeletal Remains from Iowa and other Proveniences
OSA Technical Reports
251 Kendall, Bryan S., and William E. 
Whittaker
Letter report of February 29, 2016, to Dave Schechinger regarding Rand Park point repair project, Keokuk, Section 24, T65N-R5W, Lee County, 
Iowa
322 Carlson, Richard J. Phase I Intensive Historic Architectural Survey and Evaluation of the Monticello Electric Company Dam (a.k.a. Mon-Maq Dam), Section 22, T86N-
R3W, Jones County, Iowa
325 Hedden, John G., Daniel G. Horgen, 
Chérie E. Haury, Richard J. Carlson, 
and Leslie L. Bush
Supplemental Phase II and Phase III Archaeological Investigations of the Danish Brotherhood Hall Site, 13ST323, Scott County, Iowa
332 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Wetland Improvement and Shoreline Restoration Project, Center Lake Wildlife 
Management Area, Sections 6 and 7, T99N-R36W, Dickinson County, Iowa
333 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed CREP Wetland Gre853229C Project, Section 29, T85N-R32W, Greene County, Iowa
334 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed CREP Guthrie Wetland Gut813207B Project, Section 7, T81N-R32W, Guthrie 
County, Iowa
335 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed CREP Wetland Sto822120C Project, Section 20, T82N-R21W, Story County, Iowa
341 Carlson, Richard J. Intensive Level Historic Architectural Survey of the South 8th Street Neighborhood, Council Bluffs, Pottawattamie County, Iowa
344 Kendall, Bryan S. Archaeological Reconnaissance of the Proposed FEMA Stream Bank Repair Project, Coon Creek WMA, Section 2, T98N-R07W, Winneshiek County, 
Iowa
347 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 361370, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Wapello County, Local Systems
348 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 330780, Cultural Resources Evalutaion, Wapello County, Local Systems
349 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 330750, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Wapello County, Local Systems
350 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 331660. Cultural Resources Evaluation, Wapello County, Local Systems
352 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed CREP Flo961529D Wetland Project, Section 29, T96N-R15W, Floyd County, Iowa
354 Kendall, Bryan S. Letter report of July 1, 2016, to Martin Konrad regarding archaeological evaluation, Rock Creek Fish passage project, Section 17, T97N-R17W, 
Mitchell County, Iowa
355 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Keystone Wastewater Treatment Facility Upgrade Project, Section 13, T83N-
R12W, Benton County, Iowa
357 Schroeder, Maria F., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Brooklyn #15 (W16711) Tower 
Project, Section 23, T81N-R14W, Poweshiek County, Iowa
358 Kendall, Bryan S., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Clayton #26 Microwave Tower Project, 
Section 7, T93N-R04W, Clayton County, Iowa
359 Schroeder, Maria F., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Madison #61 (W16713) Tower Project, 
Section 35, T76N-R28W, Madison County, Iowa
360 Schroeder, Maria F., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Newton #69 (W16714) Tower Project, 
Section 27, T79N-R19W, Jasper County, Iowa
361 Kendall, Bryan S., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed O’Brien #71 Microwave Tower Project, 
Section 13, T97N-R41W, O’Brien County, Iowa
362 Schroeder, Maria F., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Ringgold #77 (W16716) Tower 
Project, Section 12, T68N-R30W, Ringgold County, Iowa
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363 Schroeder, Maria F., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Adams #3 (W16726) Tower Project, 
Section 26, T72N-R34W, Adams County, Iowa
364 Kendall, Bryan S., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Fayette #32 Microwave Tower Project, 
West Union, Section 20, T94N-R08W, Fayette County, Iowa
365 Kendall, Bryan S., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Harrison #41 Microwave Tower 
Project, Section 13, T79N-R43W, Harrison County, Iowa
366 Schroeder, Maria F., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Iowa #45 (W16729) Tower Project, 
Section 27, T80N-R10W, Iowa County, Iowa
367 Schroeder, Maria F., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Louisa #58 (W16730) Tower Project, Section 27, T75N-R3W, Louisa County, Iowa
368 Schroeder, Maria F., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Muscatine #68 (W16731) Tower 
Project, Section 18, T77N-R1E, Muscatine County, Iowa
369 Kendall, Bryan S., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Appanoose #7 Microwave Tower 
Project, Section 12, T68N-R17W, Appanoose County, Iowa
370 Kendall, Bryan S., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Carroll #18 Microwave Tower Project, 
Section 22, T84N-R35W, Carroll County, Iowa
371 Schroeder, Maria F., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Ames Tower Project, Section 14, T83N-
R24W, Story County, Iowa
372 Hawkins, Alan J. A Phase I Archaeological Survey of Primary Roads Projects BRF-065-8(57)--38-17 (FHWA No. 18890) and BRF-065-8(59)--38-17 (FHWA No. 
18900) Cerro Gordo County, Iowa
373 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C080(71)--5F-80, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Ringgold County, Local Systems
374 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Water Control Structure Replacement Project, Cone Marsh WMA, Section 14, 
T76N-R05W, Louisa County, Iowa
375 Anderson, Mark L. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Hills Wastewater Treatment Project, Section 22, T78N-R6W, Johnson County, Iowa
376 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Public Access Development Project, 12-Mile Lake Wetland Complex WMA, Section 
20, T98N-R34W, Emmet County, Iowa
379 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Bridgewater Subdivision Project, Coralville, Section 32, T80N-R06W, Johnson 
County, Iowa
380 Whittaker, William E. Investigating the Condition of the Amana Fish Weir
381 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Retention Basin Project, Geode State Park, Sections 25 and 36, T70N-R05W, 
Henry County, Iowa
382 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C035(92)--8J-35, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Franklin County, Local Systems
383 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed CREP Gut803020C Wetland Reclamation Project, Sections 19 and 20, T80N-
R30W, Guthrie County, Iowa
384 Haury, Chérie E. Letter report of November 17, 2016, to John Wenck regarding archaeological Phase I survey and public outreach event, 13VB866, Van Buren 
County
385 Hawkins, Alan J., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed U.S.C.C. Brighton 2 #760936 Tower 
Project, Section 31, T74N-R8W, Washington County, Iowa
386 Verhulst, Kevin M. Letter report of October 3, 2016, to Lance Foster regarding archaeological monitoring, near Leary Site, Iowa Reservation, Nebraska
387 Schroeder, Maria F. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed City of Bancroft Wastewater Treatment Lagoon Expansion Project, Section 13, 
T98N-R29W, Kossuth County, Iowa
388 Schroeder, Maria F. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed IA10 Memorial Park Tower Project, 
Section 9, T84N-R26W, Boone County, Iowa
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389 Schroeder, Maria F. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Monona #67 (W16609) Tower Collocate Project, 
Section 9, T83N-R43W, Monona County, Iowa
390 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Heendah Hills State Preserve, Priority Area 2, Sections 22 and 23, T90N-R48W, Plymouth 
County, Iowa
391 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Fort Madison Black Hawk Heights Sewer Project, Sections 2 and 3, T67N-R04W, 
Lee County, Iowa
392 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Waukee Northwest Trunk Sewer Extension Phase 1 Project, Waukee, Sections 5 
and 6, T78N-R26W, Dallas County, Iowa
393 Carlson, Richard J. Reconnaissance Level Historic Architectural Survey of the Proposed Des Moines Near West Side Sewer Separation Project, City of Des Moines, 
Polk County, Iowa
394 Collins, Angela R. Phase IA Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey of the Proposed Des Moines Near West Side Sewer Separation Project, Phases 1–3, Des Moines, 
Polk County, Iowa
395 Hawkins, Alan J., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Fremont #34 Project, Section 26, 
T69N-R42W, Fremont County, Iowa
397 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Sanitary Sewer and Septic System Project, Hawkeye WMA, Section 20, T81N-
R07W, Johnson County, Iowa
398 Nansel, Blane H. BRS-C036(74)--60-36, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Fremont County, Local Systems
399 Collins, Angela R. Letter report of August 4, 2016, to Bobby Kuennen archaeological Section 106 SHPO consultation for Larson and Blom AML Mine site areas, 
located in Marion and Mahaska counties, Iowa (FY16P008F-G)
400 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C091(111)--5F-91, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Warren County, Local Systems
401 Schroeder, Maria F. Letter report of August 10, 2016, to Candace J. Johnson regarding additional historic architectural review, Muscatine #68 (W16731) tower 
project (OSA TR368); 160770075-FCC-DNR-Muscatine-Muscatine-Wildcat State Park-E911 tower
402 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Swisher Development Project, Section 4, T81N-R7W, Johnson County, Iowa
403 Merry, Carl A. Annual Report of Cultural Resource Investigations for the Iowa Department of Transportation, Fiscal Year 2016
404 Anderson, Mark L., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Terril Communication Tower Project, 
Section 15, T98N-R35W, Dickinson County, Iowa
405 Anderson, Mark L., and Alan J. 
Hawkins
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Sundown Lake Sediment Basin Project, Sections 19 and 30, T70N-R16W, 
Appanoose County, Iowa
406 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of a Proposed Cattle Building Project, Section 4, T85N-R21W, Story County, Iowa
407 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of a Proposed Land Exchange, Sac City Access, Section 25, T88N-R36W, Sac County, Iowa
408 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C080(70)--8J-80, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Ringgold County, Local Systems
409 Whittaker, William E. Letter report of August 31, 2016, to Jessica Manken regarding archaeological evaluation, Lake Manawa redevelopment project, Section 13 and 
24, T74N-R44W—Pottawattamie, Iowa
410 Whittaker, William E. Letter report of August 25, 2016, to Loren Lown regarding proposed Jester Park Conservation Education Complex, Polk County
411 Nansel, Blane H. STP-S-C036(75)--5E-36, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Fremont County, Local Systems
412 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Dunreath Access Project, Lake Red Rock, Section 27, T77N-R20W, Marion County, 
Iowa
414 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 359070, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Wright County, Local Systems
415 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 358880, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Wright County, Local Systems
416 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 358890, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Wright County, Local Systems
417 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 358129, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Wright County, Local Systems
418 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 357350, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Wright County, Local Systems
419 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 356650, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Wright County, Local Systems
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420 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 357490, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Wright County, Local Systems
421 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 358000, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Wright County, Local Systems
422 Schroeder, Maria F. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase I Intensive Historic Architectural Survey of the Proposed Prairie du Chien Road and 
Westcott Drive Development Project, Section 26, T80N-R6W, Johnson County, Iowa
423 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed North Dubuque LLC Project, Section 4, T79N-R06W, Johnson County, Iowa
424 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Slater Sewer and Pump Station Project, Sections 30 and 31, T82N-R24W, Story 
County and Section 25, T82N-R25W, Boone County, Iowa
426 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Eagle Grove Prestage Farm Forcemain Project Sites 1 and 3, Section 21, T90N-
R26W and Section 34, T91N-R26W, Wright County, Iowa
427 Hawkins, Alan J., and Christy S. 
Rickers
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Marchant Cattle Building Project, Section 19, T92N-R30W, Humboldt County, Iowa
428 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C043(79)--5F-43, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Harrison County, Local Systems
429 Kendall, Bryan S., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Peterson Tower Project, Section 4, 
T93N-R38W, Buena Vista County, Iowa
430 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C035(93)--8J-35, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Franklin County, Local Systems
431 Whittaker, William E. Letter report of September 29, 2016, to Katherine Upham regarding historic architectural evaluation, Bass Point Cemetery, 1608808115-FCC-
Boone-Verizon-IA 10 Memorial Park—198 foot monopole
432 Carlson, Richard J. A Phase I Historic Architectural Survey of Primary Roads Project IM-NHS-080-7(114)248--03-52, Johnson and Cedar Counties, Iowa
433 Schroeder, Maria F., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Great Jones County Fair Multiple Small 
Cell Sites Project, Section 22, T86N-R3W, Jones County, Iowa
434 Carlson, Richard J. Phase I Historic Architectural Investigation of the Hawkeye Cemetery for the Proposed IA12 Hunnicutt Tower Project, Section 20, T94N-R09W, 
Hawkeye, Fayette County, Iowa
435 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Shoreline Armoring Project, Three Mile Lake Wildlife Management Area, T73N-
R30W, T73N-R29W and T72N-R29W, Union County, Iowa
436 Nansel, Blane H. BRFN-003-2(70)--39-11, Cultural Resource Evaluation, Buena Vista County, Primary Roads
437 Hedden, John G. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of Five Proposed Park Development Projects, Yellow Banks Park, Sections 23 and 24, T78N-R23W, 
Polk County, Iowa
438 Nansel, Blane H. BRS-C027(65)--60-27, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Decatur County, Local Systems
439 Hedden, John G. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of Primary Roads Project NHSX-151-3(158)--57, Linn County, Iowa
440 Carlson, Richard J. A Phase I Historic Architectural Survey of Primary Roads Project NHSX-151-3(158)--3H-57 Linn County, Iowa
441 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Roland Sampson Street Sewer Replacement Project, Section 22 and 23, T85N-
R23W, Story County, Iowa
442 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-1185(649)--8J-07, Cultural Resources Evaluation, City of Cedar Falls, Black Hawk County, Local Systems
443 Hawkins, Alan J., and Christy S. 
Rickers
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Osceola Rural Water System Upgrades Project, Sections 23, 27, and 28, T94N-
R39W, O’Brien County, Iowa
444 Carlson, Richard J. Phase IA Historic Architectural Reconnaissance Survey of the Proposed Mahaska County Wind Farm Project, T76N–T78N, R15W–R17W, Mahaska, 
Jasper, and Poweshiek Counties, Iowa
445 Anderson, Mark L. Letter report of October 24, 2016, to Bonnie Love regarding Ridgewood Cemetery, Johnson County
446 Carlson, Richard J. Phase I Historic Architectural Investigation and Visual Effects Assessment for the Proposed IA12 Fort Atkinson Tower Project, Section 17, T96N-
R09W, Fort Atkinson, Winneshiek County, Iowa
447 Carlson, Richard J. Phase IA Historic Architectural Reconnaissance Survey of the Proposed Beaver Creek Wind Farm Project, T82N–T85N, R27W–R29W, Boone and 
Greene Counties, Iowa
448 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Central Park Lake Dredging Project, Section 1, T84N-R02W, Jones County, Iowa
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449 Hawkins, Alan J., and Christy S. 
Rickers
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Nelson Properties Road Reconstruction Project, Sections 12 and 13, T96N-R33W, and 
Sections 7 and 18, T96N-R32W, Palo Alto County, Iowa,
450 Hawkins, Alan J., and Bryan S. Kendall Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of Primary Roads Project IM-NHS-080-7(114)248--03-52, Cedar and Johnson Counties, Iowa
451 Schroeder, Maria F. Reconnaissance-Level Historic Architectural Survey of the Proposed Bike Trail Along a Former Railroad Right-of-Way, from 240th Street to 
Jonquil Avenue, Cerro Gordo County, Iowa
452 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed South Outfall, Northwest Trunk, and Little Walnut Sewer Projects, Waukee, 
Sections 5, 6, and 8, T78N-R26W and Sections 28 and 32–34 T79N-R26W, Dallas County, Iowa
453 Schroeder, Maria F. Letter report of November 22, 2016, to Jamila Reid regarding viewshed analysis for the St. Croix National Scenic Riverway, Verizon Wireless MN 
Beach Point Tower project, St. Mary’s Point, Washington County, Iowa
454 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Lacina Meadows Home Owner Association Water Main Project, Sections 20 and 29, 
T79N-R6W, Johnson County, Iowa
455 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Amana Colonies Combined Water System Project, Sections 19, 21–23, 26–30 in 
T81N-R9W, and Section24 in T81N-R10W, Iowa County, Iowa
456 Kendall, Bryan S., and William E. 
Whittaker
Letter report of December 15, 2016, to Martin Konrad regarding archaeological evaluation, Big Marsh Habitat Mounds Project, Section 30, T91N-
R16W—Butler County, Iowa
457 Schroeder, Maria F., and Christy S. 
Rickers
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Spencer Iowa - Soccer Alliance Tower 
Project, Section 8, T96N-R36W, Clay County, Iowa
458 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 116240, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Clay County, Local Systems
459 Hedden, John G, Warren D. Davis,  and 
Daniel G. Horgen
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Highway Improvement Project IM-380-6(332)8-13-52, Linn and Johnson 
Counties, Iowa
460 Carlson, Richard J. A Phase I Historic Architectural Survey of Primary Roads Project IM-380-6(332)8--13-52 Johnson and Linn Counties, Iowa
461 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of Primary Roads Project BRFN-003-1(95)--39-75, Plymouth County, Iowa. Technical Report 461. 
Office of the State Archaeologist, University of Iowa, Iowa City.
462 Kendall, Bryan S. Letter report of November 30, 2016, 2016, to Travis Fristed regarding proposed Site 2 Alternate 1, Eagle Grove, Wright County
463 Whittaker, William E. Letter report of November 28, 2016, 2016, to Raleigh Buckmaster regarding proposed Buckmaster Rock Chute Project, Capoli Bluff Valley, 
Allamakee County
464 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C089(90)--8J-89, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Van Buren County, Local Systems
465 Schroeder, Maria F., and Christy S. 
Rickers
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed IA08 Mondamin 411879 Tower, 
Section 25, T80N-R45W, Harrison County, Iowa
466 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C035(94)--8J-35, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Franklin County, Local Systems
467 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C035(95)--8J-35. Cultural Resources Evaluation, Franklin County, Local Systems
468 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C026(94)--8J-26, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Davis County, Local Systems
469 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C026(92)--60-26, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Davis County, Local Systems
470 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C026(97)--5F-26, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Davis County, Local Systems
471 Kendall, Bryan S. Letter report of December 15, 2016, to Garrett Shear and Nate Hoogeveen regarding archaeological evaluation, Boone Forks and Boone 
Waterworks access projects, Section 25, T87N-R27W—Webster County and Section 24, T84N-R27W—Boone, Iowa
472 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed BROS-C089(100)--5F-89 Project, Section 11, T68N-R9W, Van Buren County, 
Iowa
473 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Wetland Enhancement Project, Chain of Lakes WMA, Sections 33–34, T84N-R8W, 
Linn County, Iowa
474 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed New Sharon Water Distribution and Treatment Improvements Project, Section 7, 
T77N-R15W, and Sections 12 and 13, T77N-R16W, Mahaska County, Iowa
475 Carlson, Richard J. Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of Proposed Telecommunications Tower  IA12 Clermont, Section 2, T94N-R7W, Fayette County, Iowa
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476 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C012(102)--5F-12, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Butler County, Local Systems
477 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 286510, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Pottawattamie County, Local Systems
478 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C091(115)--8J-91. Cultural Resources Evaluation, Warren County, Local Systems
479 Carlson, Richard J. Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of Proposed Telecommunications Project DT Cedar Rapids SC17, Cedar Rapids, Linn County, Iowa
480 Carlson, Richard J. Phase I Historic Architectural Evaluation of a Proposed Addendum to the USC Distributed Antenna System at the Iowa State Fairgrounds, Section 
6, T78N-R23W, Des Moines, Polk County, Iowa
481 Carlson, Richard J., and William E. 
Whittaker
Phase IA Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Newton HS 760937 Tower Project, Section 34, 
T80N-R19W, Jasper County, Iowa
482 Hawkins, Alan J., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed IA14 Treetown SC Towers Project, 
Section 1, T97N-R24W, Hancock County, Iowa
483 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Valley View Pork Barn Project, Section 24, T79N-R19W, Jasper County, Iowa
484 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Wetherby Park Improvement Project, Section 23, T79N-R06W, Johnson County, 
Iowa
485 Whittaker, William E. Letter report of June 5, 2017, to Tiffany Wilson Lillard regarding Keokuk Rand Park Permeable Paver Project, Lee County
486 Carlson, Richard J. Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of Proposed Telecommunications Project CED Hollywood SC4, Cedar Rapids, Linn County, Iowa
487 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Drinking Water Main Project, Sabula, Section 20, T84N-R07E, Jackson County, 
Iowa
488 Kendall, Bryan S., and Christy S. 
Rickers
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Osceola County Rural Water System Expansion Project, Section 34, T94N-R39W, 
O’Brien County, Iowa
489 Collins, Angela R. Letter report of February 7, 2017, to Jessica Engelbart regardingTCNS review, Terracon, IA15 Defiance, Spencer, Clay County, Iowa
490 Schroeder, Maria F. Phase I Archaeological Survey and Historic Architecture Review of the Proposed Verizon IA 12 Freeport Project, Section 23, T98N-R8W, 
Winneshiek County, Iowa
491 Collins, Angela R. Letter report of February 9, 2017, to Laura Korth regarding TCNS review, Terracon, IA08 DeSota, Missouri Valley, Harrison County, Iowa
492 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 285160, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Pottawattamie County, Local Systems
493 Noldner, Lara K. Prehistoric Scatters and Possible Open Habitation Sites in Keokuk County on Ferrell Property (13KK567, 13KK568, and 13KK569). 
494 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C008(71)--5F-08, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Boone County, Local Systems
495 Collins, Angela R., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation, Historic Architecture Review, and TCNS Review of the Proposed Verizon Des Country Club (SC2 & 
SC3) Project, West Des Moines, Sections 2 and 3, T78N-R26W, Dallas County, Iowa
496 Collins, Angela R., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase IA Archaeological Evaluation andPhase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Communication Tower Project in Knoxville (Verizon 
IA06 Dirt Track SC1–SC5), Section 1, T75N-R20W, Marion County, Iowa
497 Hawkins, Alan J., and Christy S. 
Rickers
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Greenfield Wastewater Treatment Plant Replacement Project, Sections 17 and 18, 
T75N-R31W, Adair County, Iowa
498 Collins, Angela R. Letter report of February 23, 2017, to Philip Lind regarding TCNS Review, Terracon, CED Beverly Road SC3 and SC6, Linn County, Iowa
499 Collins, Angela R. Letter report of February 23, 2017, to Philip Lind regarding TCNS Review, Terracon, IA15 Sea Doo SC3, Dickinson County, Iowa 
500 Carlson, Richard J. Phase I Historic Architectural Investigation of the Noyes Cemetery for the Proposed IA08 Mondamin 411879 Tower Project, Section 24, T80N-
R45W, Morgan Township, Harrison County, Iowa
501 Rickers, Christy S., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review, Verizon IA08 Castana 297904 Tower, Monona County, 
Iowa
502 Collins, Angela R., and Christy S. 
Rickers
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Pierson New Water Treatment Plant Project, Section 12, T89N-R43W, City of 
Pierson, Woodbury County, Iowa
503 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Eagle Grove Prestage Farm Forcemain Project Site 2, Section 34, T91N-R26W and 
Sections 4, 9, 16 and 21 T90N-R26W, Wright County, Iowa
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504 Collins, Angela R. Letter report of March 7, 2017, to Jessica Engelbart regarding TCNS Review, TCSN review, Loras SC 5 and SC 6, Dubuque, Iowa
505 Collins, Angela R. Letter report of March 7, 2017, to Philip Lind regarding TCNS Review, CED Beverly Road SC5, Cedar Rapids, Linn County
507 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of Cleverly and East Borrows Project, Sections 21–23, T81N-R21W, Jasper County, Iowa
508 Kendall, Bryan S. Letter report of March 10, 2017, to Jessica Manken regarding archaeological evaluation, Brushy Creek shooting range rehabilitation project, 
Section 2, T87N-R27W, Webster, Iowa
509 Ingalls, Marlin R. Phase II Historic Architectural Evaluation of a Proposed Addendum to the USC Distributed Antenna System at the Iowa State Fairgrounds, Section 
6, T78N-R23W, Des Moines, Polk County, Iowa
510 Nansel, Blane H. BRS-C083(69)--60-83, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Shelby County, Local Systems
511 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C051(69)--5F-51, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Jefferson County, Local Systems
512 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Shelter and Memorial Facility Project, Rock Creek State Park, Section 16, T80N-
R17W, Jasper County, Iowa
513 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Lick Creek Parking Lots Project, Shimek State Forest, Sections 9 and 16, T67N-
R07W, Lee County, Iowa
514 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Water Quality Improvement Project, Hickory Grove Lake Park, Section 19, T83N-
R21W and Section 24, T83N-R22W, Story County, Iowa
515 Collins, Angela R., and Marlin R. 
Ingalls
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Historic Architectural Review of Vernon Valley Mobilitie Tower Project (LLC 9IAX00019A), Linn 
County, Iowa
516 Nansel, Blane H. BRS-C068(76)--60-68 and BRS-C068(77)--60-68, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Monroe County, Local Systems
517 Whittaker, William E. Letter report of March 15, 2017, to Jean Mayne regarding proposed grading and paving, Fort Dodge Water Treatment Faculty, Site 13WB629 Fort 
Dodge Clay Works, Webster County
518 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C004(102)--5F-04, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Appanoose County, Local Systems
519 Whittaker, William E. Letter report of March 23, 2017, to Wendy Greene regarding Marble Beach State Recreation Area electrical Improvements, Dickinson County
520 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Historic Architecture Review of the Proposed Alliant Energy Nevada Tower Project, Section 34, 
T84N-R22W, Story County, Iowa
521 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of Proposed Road Improvement Project LFM-180TH-7X-52 on 180th Street NE, Section 24, T81N-
R05W, Johnson County, Iowa
522 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Stevenson Agricultural Improvement Project, Section 26, T75N-R20W, Marion 
County, Iowa
523 Collins, Angela R., and Marlin R. 
Ingalls
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Historic Architectural Review of the 16th Avenue SW Proposed Mobilitie Towers Project (LLC 
9IAX000026A), Linn County, Iowa
524 Collins, Angela R., and Marlin R. 
Ingalls
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed Ely Road Mobilitie Tower Project (LLC 
9IAX00018A), Linn County, Iowa. 
525 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Wood Duck Bottoms Wetland Restoration Project, Section 29, T85N-R8W, Linn 
County, Iowa
526 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed BRS-C032(49)--60-32 Project, Sections 21 and 28, T100N-R34W, Emmet 
County, Iowa
527 Collins, Angela R., and William E. 
Whittaker
Letter report of April 4, 2017, to Curt Weiss regarding proposed shooting range project at 1886 170th Street, Muscatine County
528 De La Garza, Mary [drone survey data of Gast Farm archaeological site]
529 Whittaker, William E. Viewshed Analysis of the Proposed Newton HS 760937 Tower Project, Section 34, T80N-R19W, Jasper County, Iowa
531 Nansel, Blane H. BRS-C015(433)--60-16, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Cass County, Local Systems
532 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C090(62)--8J-90, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Wapello County, Local Systems
533 Ingalls, Marlin R., and William E. 
Whittaker
Historic Architectural and Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Verizon Des Grand Ave 2 Antenna Project, 4201 Foster Drive, Des Moines, 
Polk County, Iowa
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534 Hawkins, Alan J., and Bryan S. Kendall Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Sioux Rapids Water Supply and Treatment Plant Upgrade Project, Section 1, 
T93N-R37W, and Section 6, T93N-R36W, Buena Vista County, Iowa
535 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Bloomfield Development Project, Section 26, T69N-R14W, Davis County, Iowa
536 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Birdland Vista Development Project in Des Moines, Section 26, T79N-R24W, Polk 
County, Iowa
537 Whittaker, William E. Phase IA Archaeological Evaluation of the Proposed 422 Walnut Street Redevelopment Project, Block 21, Des Moines, Polk County, Iowa
538 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Klemme Wastewater Treatment Facility Improvement Project, Section 31, T95N-
R23W, Hancock County, Iowa
539 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed ADA-Accessible Trail Project at Lake Darling State Park, Section 27, T74N-R09W, 
Washington County, Iowa
540 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed City of Postville Composting Addition Project, Section 33, T96N-R6W, Allamakee 
County, Iowa
541 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Hickory Grove Lake County Park Water and Shoreline Improvement Project, 
Section 24, T83N-R22W, Story County, Iowa
542 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Four Mile Lake WMA Public Access Improvement Project, Section 13, T99N-R35W, 
Dickinson County, and Section 18, T99N-R34W Emmet County, Iowa
543 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Jensen Slough Pumping Station Project, Section 13, T98N-R3W, Emmet County, 
Iowa
544 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Virgin Lake WMA Observation Platform Project, Section 30, T96N-R34W, Palo Alto 
County, Iowa
546 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Norway Wastewater Treatment Facility Upgrade Project, Sections 20 and 21, 
T82N-R9W, Benton County, Iowa
547 Hawkins, Alan J. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Bellevue Water Treatment Plant Project, Section 13, T86N-R4E, and Section 18, 
T86N-R5E, Jackson County, Iowa
548 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-C012(103)--8J-12, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Butler County, Local Systems
549 Nansel, Blane H. BRS-C050(115)--60-50, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Jasper County, Local Systems
550 Nansel, Blane H. BRS-C050(116)--60-50, Cultural Resources Evaluation, Jasper County, Local Systems
551 Hawkins, Alan J. Archaeological Investigation of an Abandoned Mine Shaft (13WB631) in Fort Dodge, Section 29, T89N-R28W, Webster County, Iowa
553 Schroeder, Maria F. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Little Ash and Prairie Green School Developments Project, Section 30, T79N-R6W, 
Johnson County, Iowa
558 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Amana Colonies Combined Water System Project, Section 24 in T81N-R10W and 
Sections 24 and 28 in T81N-R09W, Iowa County, Iowa
559 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-7057(697)--8J-97, Cultural Resources Evaluation, City of Sioux City, Woodbury County, Local Systems
560 Whittaker, William E. Archaeological Data Recovery Plan for the Fort Dodge Clay Works Site, 13WB629, Webster County, Iowa
561 Hawkins, Alan J., and Christy S. 
Rickers
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Vonnahme Agricultural Building Project, Section 28, T84N-R36W, Carroll County, 
Iowa
562 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Sun Valley Lake RIZ Sediment Basin Project, Section 21, T70N-R28W, Ringgold 
County, Iowa
564 Schroeder, Maria F. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed 170457066-HUD-Linn-Marion-New Senior Care Facility Project, Section 12, 
T83N-R7W, Linn County, Iowa
565 Whittaker, William E. Letter report of June 8, 2017, to Jessica Manken regarding Maquoketa Caves road resurfacing Project, Jackson County
566 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Greene Wastewater Treatment Plant Upgrade Project, Sections 1 and 12, T93N-
R17W, and Section 7, T93N-R16W, Butler County, Iowa
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567 Whittaker, William E. Letter report of June 20, 2017, to Jessica Manken regarding Marble Beach Campground Project, Dickinson County
568 Whittaker, William E., and Richard J. 
Carlson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation and Phase IA Historic Architectural Review of the Proposed ISICS P25 Tower Upgrade, Story #85, 
Section 8, T83N-R23W, Story County, Iowa
